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Hidden Scroll | Leslie Martin

IN TDN EUROPE TODAY
ALL EYES ON DUBAI EXTRAVAGANZA
   With $35-million up for grabs on the world’s richest night of

racing, contenders have flocked from all corners of the globe

for the Dubai World Cup card.

 Click or tap here to go straight to TDN Europe.

HIDDEN SCROLL IN LINE 
TO GIVE MOTT A FIRST

FLORIDA DERBY

by Alan Carasso

   For all that he has accomplished in his Hall of Fame career, a

victory in the GI Xpressbet.com Florida Derby has to this point

eluded trainer Bill Mott. He has, however, sent out the runner-

up on two occasions, with Blue Burner (French Deputy), a horse

campaigned by long-time Mott client Kinsman Farm in 2002; and

just last year with Hofburg (Tapit). The latter is owned by Prince

Khalid Abdullah’s Juddmonte Farms, who won the 2003 Florida

Derby with future GI Kentucky Derby runner-up Empire Maker

(Unbridled). Despite a fourth-place effort when last seen in the

GII Xpressbet Fountain of Youth S. Mar. 2, ‘TDN Rising Star’

Hidden Scroll (Hard Spun)--produced by a daughter of the 

2003 victor--has been made the 5-2 morning-line favorite, but it

doesn’t figure to come easy, if at all. Cont. p3

A SMOOTH RETURN FOR SANTA ANITA’

by Bill Finley

   It was a largely uneventful, lazy weekday afternoon of racing

Friday at Santa Anita, exactly what the track and the sport

needed.

   It was the first day of racing at Santa Anita since Mar. 3 after

the Arcadia, CA oval was forced to close down as officials,

regulators and racing surface experts worked to find answers to

what had caused 22 horses to die at the racetrack since it

opened its current meet Dec. 26. To date, there have been

theories concerning the rash of breakdowns, but no firm

answers. Nonetheless, with track experts saying there was

nothing wrong with the racing surface and with the California

Horse Racing Board giving its blessing for the track to re-open,

the horses returned in the afternoon Friday for an eight-race

card.

   There were no fatalities or reports of serious injuries suffered

by any of the horses who raced. That was no doubt a great relief

to The Stronach Group, which owns the racetrack, and everyone

in the Southern California racing community. Another fatality

could have caused irreparable harm for the track that has been

in the crosshairs of animal rights activists and politicians, some

of whom were questioning whether or not racing in the state

should be banned. That level of anxiety won't go away quickly,

but to get through one day without any problems was no doubt

a relief. Cont. p10
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EDT Race Click for TV

8:15a Godolphin Mile-G2, MEY AM Wager PPs TVG

8:50a Dubai Gold Cup-G2, MEY AM Wager PPs TVG

9:30a Al Quoz Sprint-G1, MEY AM Wager PPs TVG

10:05a UAE Derby-G2, MEY AM Wager PPs TVG

10:40a Dubai Golden Shaheen-G1, MEY AM Wager PPs TVG

11:20a Dubai Turf-G1, MEY AM Wager PPs TVG/NBCSN

11:55a Prix Edmond Blanc-G3, SCD ------------- ------

12:00p Longines Dubai Sheema Classic-G1, MEY AM Wager PPs TVG/NBCSN

12:40p Dubai World Cup-G1, MEY AM Wager PPs TVG/NBCSN

1:00p Gulfstream Park Mile-GII, GP TJCIS PPs TVG

3:00p Gulfstream Park Oaks-GII, GP TJCIS PPs TVG

6:00p Pan American S.-GII, GP TJCIS PPs TVG

6:17p Frank E. Kilroe Mile S.-GI, SA TJCIS PPs TVG

6:36p Xpressbet Florida Derby-GI, GP TJCIS PPs TVG/NBCSN

6:58p San Carlos S.-GII, SA TJCIS PPs TVG

7:28p Santa Ana S.-GIII, SA TJCIS PPs TVG

8:28p Beholder Mile S.-GI, SA TJCIS PPs TVG
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Grand (Sheema Classic) journey
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Florida Derby cont. from p1

   The Juddmonte homebred, off at 8-1 in his debut on the 

GI Pegasus World Cup undercard Jan. 26, set lightning fractions

over a sloppy strip that afternoon, but he never stopped, scoring

by 14 lengths. He was set a near-impossible task in the Fountain

of Youth, as he was kicked straight into the lead, was pressed

along by 132-1 Gladiator King (Curlin)--recent winner of the 

GIII Hutcheson S.--and weakened to be fourth. Connections have

tried to get him to settle and finish in his recent works,

suggesting that could be ridden from off the pace this time.

Javier Castellano takes over from Joel Rosario.

   “I would probably have preferred to have him behind the

other speed horse that was in the race, but [setting a pressured

pace] was the way it turned out,” Mott told the Gulfstream

notes team. “We’re going to play the hand that’s dealt out. We

hope in the next race, whatever the pace scenario may be, he’s

in a spot that gives him the best chance.”

   At a generous $21 mutuel, Will Farish’s Code of Honor (Noble

Mission {GB}) registered the upset in the Fountain of Youth,

settling mid-field before kicking home best of all. Last year’s 

GI Champagne S. runner-up had disappointed at 4-5 when a

lackluster fourth in the Jan. 5 Mucho Macho Man S., but he was

a fitter animal for his two-turn debut and proved more than

equal to the task.

   “I think I have a little bit more confidence [going into the

Florida Derby] because I was a little bit shook after the Mucho

Macho Man,” trainer Shug McGaughey told the notes team. “I

kind of changed my strategy and that worked, so I’ve kept on

with it and I think he’s progressing the right way.”

   Bourbon War (Tapit) seems to be the talking horse out of the

Fountain of Youth and could well go off at odds shorter than his

7-2 morning line quote. A good-looking allowance winner 

Jan. 18, he raced a few spots behind Code of Honor through the

middle stages of the FOY and was gaining ground through the

short stretch to lose by 3/4 of a length. The $410,000 Keeneland

November weanling, a son of GISW My Conquestadory (Artie

Schiller), gets more ground and a longer run home as he tries to

turn the tables Saturday.

   Maximum Security (New Year’s Day) has won his three career

starts by a combined 34 1/2 lengths, albeit against considerably

weaker competition and at distances between six and seven

furlongs. By a GI Breeders’ Cup Juvenile-winning son of a Dubai

World Cup winner and out of a mare by an A.P. Indy stallion, the

trip doesn’t necessarily figure problematic, but can he set or

attend what looks a fast pace and hold off his more seasoned

rivals? That is the million-dollar question.

                                                               

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
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Ed DeRosa of TwinSpires.com takes on TDN’s Steve Sherack and

Brian DiDonato as they handicap each prep race leading up to

the GI Kentucky Derby. The three will make $100 Win/Place bets

--highest bankroll after Arkansas Derby/Lexington day wins.

DiDonato: GIII Sunland Derby - Cutting Humor took more play

than I would’ve liked, but he worked out the right trip and just

held off Anothertwistafate. Don’t want this Derby prep season

to end--just seeing the ball very well at the moment. 

Bankroll: $11,165.

GI Florida Derby - I kind of expected to go with Hidden Scroll

here, but it’s a bit tough to given the rail draw and speed drawn

outside of him. Obviously, his new rider will be very cognizant of

avoiding another duel, but it’s still a tricky situation. You could

certainly make the case that Bourbon War ran better than Code

of Honor last time in the Fountain of Youth, and since he’s the

one I took last time, that’s who I’ll stick with. There’s no reason

he can’t continue to improve and take another step forward.

Selection: #4 Bourbon War (7-2). 

Sherack: GIII Sunland Derby - Cutting Humor really got crushed

late to 2-1, but I'll certainly take it to close out a two-for-two

weekend. Bankroll: $5230.

Cont. p5

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://www.twinspires.com/
https://ad.doubleclick.net/ddm/clk/430792731;233107129;z
http://www.brisnet.com/content/
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Triple Crown Throwdown - Sherack cont. 

GI Florida Derby - Made my case for Bourbon War in the

Fountain of Youth Throwdown and he looks very playable at

hopefully a similar number here. The rapidly improving son of

Tapit fell too far back for his own good that day and came with a

serious late run to finish a big second, albeit with a great setup.

Well drawn on the inside again, the bay should get another solid

pace to close into, he just needs to sit a little closer this time

around if he wants to turn the tables. Selection: #4 Bourbon

War (7-2).

DeRosa: GIII Sunland Derby - Anothertwistafate was second.

Bankroll: $880.

GI Florida Derby - It’s difficult to disagree with the conventional

wisdom when it comes to the Florida Derby that Bourbon War,

Code of Honor, Hidden Scroll, and Maximum Security are the

clear contenders. Of them, I most prefer Code of Honor, as he

figures to get the right trip behind Hidden Scroll and Maximum

Security, and I view him as most likely to move forward off the

Fountain of Youth S. Bourbon War intrigues me, but much more

as a Kentucky Derby threat in five weeks than here. All that said,

it’s impossible for me not to take a shot with the maiden

Bodexpress, who stretches out to two turns for the first time

following just missing in a fast maiden race. Selection: #8

Bodexpress (30-1).

CATAPULT LOOMS LARGE IN KILROE MILE
by Alan Carasso

   Saturday’s rescheduled GI F. E. Kilroe Mile S. may be short on

numbers, with just six runners signed on, but it certainly does

not lack for quality, with four graded winners--including two at

the highest level--among the entries.

   It is, however, a horse without a Grade I win to his credit to

date that looks toughest of all. Woodford Racing’s Catapult

(Kitten’s Joy) won four of 12 starts for trainer Chad Brown

before joining the John Sadler barn, for which he has amassed a

record of 5-2-2-0 since linking up last summer. A massive

overlay when a 21-1 winner of the GII Eddie Read S. at Del Mar

last July, Catapult dropped back in trip and took out the GII Del

Mar Mile the following month. The dark bay beat all but Expert

Eye (GB) (Acclamation {GB}) home in a boggy renewal of the 

GI Breeders’ Cup Mile Nov. 3, but was tough to settle when last

seen in the 9 1/2-furlong GI Pegasus World Cup Turf Jan. 26 and

weakened to finish fourth. Cont. p6
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Marley’s Freedom | Sarah K Andrew

Kilroe Mile cont. 

   Next Shares (Archarcharch), beaten a half-length into second
in this event last year, caused a 23-1 upset in the GI Shadwell
Turf Mile at Keeneland last October before finishing last but one
in the Breeders’ Cup Mile. He regrouped with a nose success in
the GII San Gabriel S. at this venue Jan. 5, but never got
untracked over yielding Gulfstream turf in the Pegasus and came
home a well-beaten seventh.
   River Boyne (Ire) (Dandy Man {Ire}) had his picture taken
following six of his nine starts last season, including Del Mar’s
GIII La Jolla H. in August and the GII Twilight Derby over this
course Nov. 4. Caught late by the gifted Brown trainee Raging
Bull (Fr) (Dark Angel {Ire}) in the GI Hollywood Derby Dec. 1, he
atoned with a smooth tally in the GII Mathis Brothers Mile 
Dec. 26, but was only fourth when trying elders for the first time
in the GIII Thunder Road S. Feb. 9.

MARLEY’S FREEDOM IMPOSING IN

BEHOLDER MILE by Alan Carasso

   Victorious in six of her last seven trips to the post and arguably
unlucky to have lost on that one occasion, Cicero Farms’s
Marley’s Freedom (Blame) looks to hold all the aces in
Saturday’s GI Beholder Mile S. at Santa Anita.

   Transferred to the Bob Baffert shedrow last May, she won her

first three outings, capped by a tons-the-best 3 1/4-length tally

in the GI Ballerina S. at Santa Anita Aug. 25. Saddled with a

difficult draw in gate 13 for the GI Breeders’ Cup Filly & Mare

Sprint, she raced much further from the pace than is her

custom, was fanned very wide into the lane and came running,

but could do no better than fourth, beaten a length. Cont. p7
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Point of Honor | SV Photography

Beholder Mile cont. 

   Stretched to Aqueduct’s one-turn mile for the GIII Go For
Wand H. Dec. 1, she prevailed by a hard-fought neck and most
recently easily accounted for ‘TDN Rising Star’ Selcourt (Tiz
Wonderful) and Mopotism (Uncle Mo) in the GII Santa Monica
S. Feb. 16.
   Like the favorite, Selcourt tries two turns for the first time in
her career, although in her case, it is her first race beyond seven
furlongs. The chestnut handled Marley’s Freedom in the 2018
Santa Monica, but didn’t see the starting gate again until the
Breeders’ Cup, where she finished 12th after setting the early
pace. She was a disappointing second in the Jan. 13 Kalookan
Queen S. and was no match for Marley’s Freedom in defense of
her Santa Monica title.
   ‘TDN Rising Star’ Paradise Woods (Union Rags) posted giant
figures in winning the 2017 GI Santa Anita Oaks and GI Zenyatta
S., but is winless in six tries since the latter event in September
2017. The bay was most recently a weakening fifth in the Santa
Monica, but could improve with a stretch-out to the two turn
mile.

PROMISE VS. EXPERIENCE IN GULFSTREAM

OAKS

by Joe Bianca

   Two lightly raced 3-year-old fillies and two proven graded

stakes contenders will face off in Saturday's GII Gulfstream Park

Oaks, with 100 qualifying points towards the GI Kentucky Oaks

on the line. Cont. p8
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Current | Horsephotos

Gulfstream Park Oaks cont. 

   Stetson Racing's Point of Honor (Curlin) followed up a sharp

debut score in a local off-the-turfer Dec. 16 with an impressive

last-to-first success in the Suncoast S. last out Feb. 9 at Tampa.

The George Weaver trainee returned to her Palm Beach Downs

headquarters after a few weeks off and has drilled four times,

punctuated by a half-mile bullet in :49 2/5 (1/9) Mar. 8.

   Also unbeaten, albeit in one outing, is Peter Brant's Dunbar

Road (Quality Road). Picked up for $350,000 as a Keeneland

September yearling, the bay was backed down to 8-5 favoritism

debuting here Mar. 3 and ran away in the stretch to an 

8 3/4- length success. The waters get much deeper here,

however.

   The no-show performance from champion Jaywalk (Cross

Traffic) and the 51-1 upset pulled by Jeltrin (Tapizar) stole the

headlines in the GII Davona Dale S. here Mar. 2, but Arindel's

Cookie Dough (Brethren) ran an admirable race in her own right

and is a big threat in this spot. A dominant victress of two Florida

Sire stakes last September, the homebred came off a five-plus

month layoff and made all the pace in the Davona Dale, putting

away Jaywalk, before just getting tagged in the last jump at

13-1. Her 90 Beyer for the effort is easily tops in this crew.

   Champagne Anyone (Street Sense), a troubled fourth in the

GII Golden Rod S. to finish her freshman campaign, came close

to a breakout score when third by less than a length in the 

GIII Forward Gal S. before filling the same slot in the Davona

Dale. The late-running sort adds blinkers this go-around.

ECLIPSE PRIMED FOR BIG WEEKEND
By Christie DeBernardis

   HALLANDALE BEACH, FL--Eclipse Thoroughbreds has a big

Saturday ahead of them with four graded stakes runners across

the globe, headlined by Current (Curlin) in the GI Florida Derby.

They also have the undefeated Point of Honor (Curlin) in the

GII Gulfstream Park Oaks, Gray Magician (Graydar) in the 

G2 UAE Derby and Ohio (Brz) (Elusive Quality) in the GI Frank E.

Kilroe Mile at Santa Anita.

   Current has done his best running on the turf so far, including

a defeat of recent GIII Palm Beach S. victor A Thread of Blue

(Hard Spun) in his second-out graduation on the Belmont lawn

in October and a victory in the GIII Dixiana Bourbon S. at

Keeneland a month later. Seventh in the GI Breeders’ Cup

Juvenile Turf Nov. 2 at Churchill Downs, the $725,000 KEESEP

buy filled the same spot in his lone try on dirt in a muddy

renewal of the GII Kentucky Jockey Club S. beneath the Twin

Spires Nov. 24. Returning to the turf at Gulfstream Feb. 3, he

was third to A Thread of Blue in the Dania Beach S.

   “His success, obviously, has come on the grass,” said Eclipse

President and Founder Aron Wellman. “We did try him in the

Kentucky Jockey Club. It was a really wet track that day and he

had a really rough trip, so we feel as though we did not get a

very accurate gauge about what his true capability would be on

the dirt. He has trained well enough on the dirt at Palm Beach

Downs that it is something we have had in the back of our

minds. There is a little bit of a lull in the graded stakes turf

program at the moment, so we thought this was a good

opportunity to be able to take one more shot to see if he could

rise to a proper level on the dirt.”

   Current won’t have it easy in the Florida Derby, which has

attracted a full field of 11, including GII Fountain of Youth S. top

two Code of Honor (Noble Mission {GB}) and Bourbon War

(Tapit), as well as ‘TDN Rising Star’ Hidden Scroll (Hard Spun).

                                                               

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
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 Filly ex Stakes placed My California, 
bred by Burleson Farm

Aisling Duignan, Dermot Ryan, Charlie O’Connor, Adrian Wallace or Robyn Murray. Tel: 859-873-7088  Email: info@coolmore.com  Web: www.coolmore.com 

GOOD foals, GOOD mares, GOOD breeders!

Champion 2YO by Pioneerof The Nile

Colt ex Stakes producer Early Vintage, 
bred by Dixiana Farm LLC

Colt ex G2 winner Dancinginherdreams,  
bred by John Oxley

Filly ex Alotta Skirt, 
 bred by JSM Equine LLC 

  Colt ex Super Divine,  
bred by John Penn

 Colt ex Victory Party  
(½ to Beholder, Into Mischief & Mendelssohn), 

bred by Team Valor

 Colt ex French Press,  
bred by JMJ Racing

 Colt ex Stop The Wedding,  
bred by Robert Tillyer

 Colt ex Stakes winner  
Daddy Loves Gold,  

bred by Woods Edge Farm

https://coolmore.com/farms/america/stallions/classic-empire
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Point of Honor | SV Photography

Aron Wellman | Keeneland

Eclipse cont. 

   “It is not light on competition or quality,” Wellman said. “This
race is right in our backyard and we have a good draw, we think.
On the inside, going two turns at Gulfstream, is a pretty
favorable position to be in. Our secondary plan was running in
the [GII Toyota] Blue Grass, where we would have to ship and
were unsure of what the weather would be like or our draw. So,
we thought it was probably in the horse’s best interest to stay
here. At the end of the day, it is going to boil down to, whether
Current is good enough to compete on the dirt at this level.”
   Point of Honor, on the other hand, is already two-for-two on
dirt. Eclipse bought into the filly after her six-length debut romp
going 1 1/16 miles at Gulfstream Dec. 16 and she followed that
up with a decisive score in the Suncoast S. at Tampa Feb. 9.

   “We are very excited about her coming into this race,”
Wellman said. “We knocked out a plan with Mr. [John] Connelly
[of Stetson Racing] and George Weaver, which included the first
step in the Suncoast S. and we were very please with that effort.
We have given her gracious spacing between her races, which
we think she will benefit from. We are looking forward to a big
performance from her tomorrow.” 
   Point of Honor is the likely favorite in Saturday’s GI Kentucky
Oaks qualifier, but she will have to contend with a good-looking
maiden winner from the Chad Brown barn in Dunbar Road
(Quality Road).
   “Again it is a really nice group of fillies,” Wellman said. “Chad’s
Quality Road filly, Dunbar Road, could be any kind. The fact that
Chad decided to shift gears and push her up a week says a lot
about what he thinks about that filly and how well she must be
training.” 
   He continued, “We have a lot of confidence in Point of Honor.
She is doing well and we have conviction that she is a really,
really high quality filly. Again, it will really be a matter of her
going out, executing the game plan and proving she is a high-
caliber filly capable of earning her way into the Kentucky Oaks.”

   It has already been a good week for Curlin with one of his 

2-year-old sons topping the Fasig-Tipton Gulfstream sale

Wednesday at $3.65 million and Wellman, who campaigned

MGISW Curalina (Curlin) in the Eclipse colors, said he hopes that

will continue.

   “We are big fans of the sire and it is an honor associated with

these animals with a filly in the Gulfstream Park Oaks and a colt

in the Florida Derby” Wellman said.

   Across the globe in Dubai on what is one of the biggest nights

of racing, Eclipse will be represented by Gray Magician in the

UAE Derby, which also offers points towards the Run for the

Roses. Graduating by 9 1/2 lengths in his fourth attempt at Del

Mar Nov. 24, the gray was fourth in the GIII Sham S. Jan. 5 and

was off the board in a Jan. 31 optional claimer, but finished

second last time in Laurel’s Miracle Wood S.

   “He is a little bit more under the radar, but he is a colt that we

have always been very high on,” Wellman said. “He broke his

maiden very impressively and we set out on an ambitious path

with him right after that. Things did not go all that well for him,

but he still did not disgrace himself. There were some hidden

good numbers and good races that he ran.”

   As for why they chose Dubai, Wellman said, “He is right now

just a cut below what it would take to consider a major Derby

prep, so with that in mind, we decided to make a road warrior

out of him and go for the ultimate money run to Dubai to try to

get a piece of this $2.5 million pot they have up for grabs over

there. He is a very talented horse. Whether he sees out the 

1 3/16-mile trip is a bit of a mystery. He is also a very hot-

blooded individual, so it will be interesting to see whether or not

he handles the desert heat and all of the elements that go along

with the World Cup night extravaganza. We think we brought a

horse capable of making his presence felt for sure.”

Cont. p10

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
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Santa Anita horn blower Jay Cohen returned from a hiatus of his

own Friday. He had been on a three-month hiatus due to a bout

with Bell's palsy. | Benoit Photo

Eclipse cont. 

   On re-opening weekend at Santa Anita, Eclipse will send out

the first horse they ever claimed, Ohio, in the Kilroe Mile. Picked

up out of a $50,000 claimer in June, the gelding won at that

level next out at Del Mar, captured a stakes race at Turf Paradise

and placed in a pair of graded events in California.

   “Ohio is a horse hard not to love,” Wellman said. “He actually

became the first ever claim for Eclipse. It is not our typical

method of acquiring racehorses, but he is a horse, who, ever

since coming from South America to California, I’ve had my eye

on. In fact, after the first or second time that he ever ran in the

States, I did offer quite a healthy sum of money to acquire him

privately, but his connections at the time turned me down.”

   He continued, “It got to the point where they were running

him for a $50,000 tag. I huddled up with Michael McCarthy and

Bruce Treitman, a partner of ours, who does acquire some

horses via the claim box, and we decided to take the plunge.

Michael has done exceptional job resuscitating Ohio. He has

been a lot of fun and has been a high class horse. We are really

looking forward to running him in a Grade I. He has paid his way

and then some and hopefully [Saturday] will be the icing on the

cake.”

   Wellman will be in Hallandale Beach for Current and Point of

Honor’s race, while some other members of the Eclipse team

will be in attendance in Dubai and California.

   “I stayed after the [Fasig-Tipton] sale on Wednesday,”

Wellman said. “It was sort of a last minute audible to run

Current here, but we were always aiming for the Oaks for Point

of Honor, so I was going to stay for her no matter what. We

have representation in Dubai, which is fantastic, and the folks

out in California will be there for Ohio, so we have all our bases

covered. Hopefully, we can find our way to the winner’s circle in

one of these big races and provide our partners with the thrill

they deserve.”

SMOOTH RETURN FOR SANTA ANITA cont. from p1
   "People asked me after the card if I was excited," said The

Stronach Group's COO Tim Ritvo. "For me, there was not an

ounce of excitement. It was much more relief."

   It was clear this was no ordinary day at the track the moment

Santa Anita opened up for morning training. Ritvo said there

were 10 TV trucks parked near Clocker's Corner to record the

morning activity and, he said, "waiting for something to

happen." Several of the TV crews remained throughout the day.

    There was also a small group of protestors that positioned

themselves outside the track. Ritvo estimated they numbered

about 25. 

   "They didn't stay long and they didn't cause any problems," he

said.

   In an effort to reduce the use of medications and, hopefully,

make racing safer, Santa Anita had announced a series of new

rules, which included a ban of the whip. However, racing Friday

was conducted under the exact same rules as when the track

last ran. The whipping ban, though unanimously approved by

the members of the CHRB, cannot go into effect until the rule

winds its way through several steps necessary before it an

become an actual regulation. That could take as long as nine

months. Santa Anita's new house rules, most of which involved

reductions in the use of medications, were not in effect because

entries for the card were taken before the changes were

approved by the CHRB. The new rules, which include a provision

where trainers can use only half the dose of Lasix that they were

formerly allowed to use, go into effect next week.

   The same rules will also be in effect at Santa Anita's sister

California track, Golden Gate Fields.

   Santa Anita made announcements throughout the program

that reminded bettors that the old  whipping rules were still in

effect. California riders are allowed to strike the horse three

times in succession but must pause before another strike in

order to give the horse a chance to respond.

   Perhaps the only bad news for The Stronach Group on the day

was that the handle was off significantly. When Santa Anita last

ran on a Friday, Mar. 1, a nine-race card yielded $9,658,537 in

handle. Only $6,476,119 was bet on Friday's eight-race card.

   Yet, that was far from the most important development on a

day when Santa Anita came back to life and did so without any

incidents.
Cont. p11
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Santa Anita cont. 

   "Yes, we were back to work, but we were also part of a new

normal," Ritvo said. "There are historical changes coming and all

of us here have a chance to be part of racing history.

   "I was scared. I was concerned. I had a lot of sleepless nights

and there were many times I worried that this racetrack would

never open again."

   That didn't happen. There are 10 more races on tap for

Saturday.

      

CONGRESSWOMAN JUDY CHU
by Bill Finley

   Representing the district that includes Arcadia, California, the

home of Santa Anita, Democratic Congresswoman Judy Chu has

been an outspoken critic of many of the practices allowed in

horse racing. She issued a statement saying she was "outraged"

by the 22 deaths that occurred at the track since opening day

and said she would call for a congressional committee to

investigate the treatment of racehorses at race tracks

throughout the country. 

   Chu spoke with the TDN and gave her latest thoughts on the

state of horse racing, The Stronach Group's efforts to lessen the

use of medications and the whipping ban that was voted on

Thursday by the California Horse Racing Board.

TDN: Horse racing has had similar problems with breakdowns

and fatalities at other racetracks, but never before have we

seen someone in the federal government not only speak out,

but speak out as forcefully, as you did. Why did this situation

cause you to take action?

JC: I was following the situation through the time 21 horses had

died. Then Santa Anita closed to investigate. But, when the 22nd

horse died, I said, ‘enough is enough.' In addition, I watched the

Fox News report where the reporter just happened to be out

when yet another horse broke down, broke its two front legs.

They put a tent around it and they euthanized it only moments

later. It was very shocking to see that. We can imagine these

deaths and think about them in the abstract, but to see one like

that right in front of your eyes on television was the big shocker

that led me and many other to say something had to be done

about this.

TDN: Did you hear from many constituents? Were people
calling your office and saying “you have to do something about
this”?

JC: When I made the decision to speak out on this, I actually got
tremendous feedback on my social media, calls to the offices. I
got a huge amount of support.

TDN: Since you first spoke up, Santa Anita has announced
some significant reforms, the California Horse Racing Board
has voted to outlaw whipping, so do you feel better about the
sport? Are you willing to call off the wolves, so to speak?

JC: I was encouraged by the California Horse Racing Board
meeting [Thursday]. I was following it closely. I felt that they
took the situation quite seriously. They went beyond The
Stronach Groups's proposals and now they want to have the
restriction on whipping state-wide. Actually, my greatest desire
is to have nationwide reform, that's why I am a supporter of the
Horse Racing Integrity Act. That would pave the way for there to
be federal standards in place. After all, these horses are
transported across state lines for races. We need national
standards to make sure that all horses train and race under the
safest conditions. 

TDN: Considering that, so far, California is way ahead of other
states when it comes to reforms, are you still considering
calling for hearings in the House Energy and Commerce
Committee and a federal investigation of horse racing?

JC: I am continuing my efforts to have hearings. I have
submitted an official letter to the House Energy and Commerce
Committee, which has jurisdiction over this. I have talked
personally to the people in charge and they are quite interested
in this. They know what happened at Santa Anita, and they
know it wasn't just a Santa Anita problem. That's why the Horse
Racing Integrity Act had been in the works and why it was
re-introduced. They are very, very interested and I believe there
will be some kind of hearing in the future. 

TDN: What are some of your primary goals? What would you
most like to achieve when it comes to various reforms
involving horse racing?

JC: My main goal would be to ban race-day Lasix. The U.S. and
Canada are the only two countries that allow Lasix. The U.S. is
an outlier when it comes to a lack of standards. What is it that
the international community knows something that the U.S. is
ignoring? I think we should ban Lasix. The banning of whipping is
also a huge issue. We have had the introduction of the issue, but
it will have to wind its way through the process. I hope the whip
ban becomes a national policy. Cont. p12
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Judy Chu | Getty Images

IN OTHER NEWS...
A Daily Roundup of Racing Articles in Non-Industry Media

TDN: Since the Santa Anita problems began, have you heard

from any of your colleagues in Congress?  Has anyone said,

“You're on the right track. We need to look into this.”

JC: Those people who are supporting the Horse Racing Integrity

Act and members of the House Energy and Commerce

Committee that oversees these horse issues, they are definitely

horrified. 

TDN: Santa Anita re-opened Friday. Do you believe they

opened prematurely?

JC: I actually was very concerned that they opened back up. I felt

that there were not enough answers yet as to why the 22 deaths

occurred. On the other hand, I did talk to Belinda Stronach and

others from The Stronach Group. They talked about all their

proposals and I felt that they were quite serious about

addressing these issues and were pushing proposals they knew

would upset certain people in the industry. I really have to say

that they did respond responsibly to this situation and did what

they could.

TDN: While you never called for the shutdown of Santa Anita,

others have and, fair or not, you were associated with the

anti-racing side. Did anyone complain to you about the notion

that your efforts might put a major employer in your district

out of business?

JC: Nobody has said that to me. We are focused on the safety of

horses. That is my main concern. I do have to say, though, that

the response to this issue will play a major factor when it comes

to the future of horse racing in this country.

TDN: Are you optimistic that other states will follow

California's lead?

JC: One thing that gives me hope is that The Stronach Group

owns tracks in other states and I believe that Belinda Stronach

said that she wants to implement these rules at those other

tracks. I am encouraged by that. But I think we need to push this

through Congress because there are many other states involved.

TDN: One of the sad truths about horse racing is that even if

you do everything one can do to make the sport as safe as

possible, nobody believes you can create a situation where no

horses will die. Is even one death of a horse acceptable if

racing is making a good faith effort to make the sport as safe

as possible?

JC: I would be heartbroken by such a death. I do have to say that

I learned something from my discussions with The Stronach

Group about the difference between the United States and

other countries like Hong Kong. Hong Kong has a rate of .66

horses per 1,000 starters that die. In the U.S. it is two deaths per

1,000 starters. (According to Jockey Club statistics, horse

fatalities in the U.S. in 2018 occurred at a rate of 1.68 per 1,000

starters). That is more than twice the level of death of horses

that they have in Hong Kong? So, what is wrong with us?

TDN: The two other major thoroughbred tracks in Southern

California, Del Mar and Los Alamitos, have both come out and

said they have no plans to ban Lasix. Does that concern you?

JC: I think they are being insensitive and tone deaf. I am

encouraged, though, that the head of the California Horse

Racing Board has said he is considering enforcing the Lasix

restrictions statewide. 

Q&A With Stronach CEO Belinda Stronach

   “Belinda Stronach never wanted to test her crisis management

skills in as painful a scene as occurred this winter at Santa Anita.

Then 22 horses died at the track after either racing or training

between Dec. 26 and March 14.” John Cherwa, Los Angeles

Times
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One of the most influential sires of all time, A.P. Indy turns 30 

on March 31, and the TDN’s Kelsey Riley was there to 

celebrate with him.

A.P. Indy at Lane’s End | Sarah K Andrew

A.P. INDY AT 30: A LIVING LEGACY

by Chris McGrath

   How wonderful, that the heart sustaining him as he slithered

from womb to foaling straw should since have pumped

unfailingly across three decades. Over 600 million times, that is,

at the typical resting pulse of the Thoroughbred; never mind the

drastic elevations required in, for instance, winning the 1992 

GI Breeders' Cup Classic; or indeed when covering Preach, dam

of Pulpit, on returning to his birthplace the following spring. But

the fact is that the A.P. Indy of flesh and blood, whose 30th

birthday falls this Sunday, is already immortal--both as rendered

in bronze outside the Lane's End stallion barn, where he is

housed to this day, and in the pages of the Stud Book.

   The very expression "living legend" transcends a similar margin

of mortality as the venerable old champion. Legends can't die, if

they only exist in the realms of myth. But nor do stallions tend to

live long enough to preside over the flowering of their influence

through great-grandsons at stud. A.P. Indy, however, can be

celebrated not just as the cherished creature who still lights up

human lives--from Asa Haley, who has faithfully tended him

daily for 15 years; to those of us privileged to crown a visit to

the farm with a single, fleeting audience--but also as the fount of

a vital genetic legacy.

   For A.P. Indy has salvaged a sire-line that might otherwise have

been all but extinguished by the proliferation of those tracing to

Northern Dancer and Mr. Prospector.

   It once seemed incredible that the Bold Ruler male line could

ever be in peril. Through the 1970s Bold Ruler, his sons and a

grandson between them accounted for seven Kentucky Derby

winners: his own greatest son, Secretariat, won in 1973; Bold

Commander produced Dust Commander to win in 1970; Bold

Bidder came up with two winners, Cannonade in 1974 and

Spectacular Bid in 1979; in 1975, along came Foolish Pleasure

for What A Pleasure (though another son of Bold Ruler,

Reviewer, appeared to have produced an even better 3-year-old

in the filly Ruffian, favoured by their regular jockey in the tragic

match race); Bold Forbes, by Irish Castle, won the 1976 running;

while Boldnesian's son Bold Reasoning sired the 1977 Triple

Crown winner, Seattle Slew.

   Yet it is the Seattle Slew branch alone that has been able to

flourish in the 21st Century, entirely thanks to the colt foaled by

Weekend Surprise on Mar. 31, 1989.

   In fairness, the success of A.P. Indy is doubly underpinned by

Bold Ruler, as Weekend Surprise was a daughter of Secretariat.

As such, she would become a key contributor to the redemption

of Secretariat's reputation at stud, as a broodmare sire.

   Of course Secretariat's dam, Somethingroyal, herself a conduit

for one of the great distaff influences in Princequillo, also

delivered Sir Gaylord, in turn responsible for mighty broodmare

sires in Sir Ivor and Habitat. Sir Gaylord also sired Gay Missile--

whose mating with Buckpasser, another distaff influence as

good as you can get, produced the dam of Weekend Surprise,

the celebrated matriarch Lassie Dear.

   So it's not just about that Seattle Slew-Bold Ruler top line. Not

only are A.P. Indy's first three dams by epoch-making

broodmare sires in Secretariat, Buckpasser and Sir Gaylord; the

first and third of those are also half-brothers, making Weekend

Surprise inbred 2x4 to Somethingroyal.

   Some of us, moreover, will also find comfort in the duplication

of both Somethingroyal's sire Princequillo, and the sire of Sir

Gaylord, Turn-to, in the top side of A.P. Indy's pedigree: their

respective sons Round Table and Hail To Reason having sired

two of Seattle Slew's grandparents. (Incidentally Nasrullah,

already present top and bottom through his son Bold Ruler, gets

an extra footprint in A.P. Indy's pedigree {taking him to 5x5x4}

as damsire of one of those grandparents, Poker--who sired

Seattle Slew's dam, My Charmer.)  Cont. p14
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A.P. Indy winning the Peter Pan | Horsephotos

A.P. Indy cont. 

   Parchments of scroll, no doubt, to some of you. But even a

stallion who breathes as much life into a sire-line as A.P. Indy

should not benefit excessively from the industry's childish

inability to distinguish between the sheer volume of genetic

samples accumulated by stallions, especially in this era of

appallingly large books, and their actual influence. Just because

a mare is confined to one foal per annum, that does not alter

the fact that her genetic contribution to every foal is exactly the

same as that of her mate.

   Nobody, anyhow, was blind to the significance of A.P. Indy's

dam when he was presented for sale at Keeneland's great

yearling sale in 1990. That's because the Grade I-placed, Grade

III winner Weekend Surprise had

been freshly exalted in the

Preakness, only a few weeks

before, when her son Summer

Squall (Storm Bird) avenged his

Kentucky Derby defeat by

Unbridled.

   (Sorry for this detour, but it's

fun to note that Pleasant Tap,

third in that Kentucky Derby,

would eventually chase home

A.P. Indy in the Breeders' Cup

Classic. What a splendid horse

he was, too; and what a pity his

hardiness and outcross blood

didn't get anything like the same

traction when he accompanied A.P. Indy to Lane's End.)

   Weekend Surprise's bay son, bred by Lane's End founder

William S. Farish in partnership with William Kilroy, duly topped

the sale when Tomonori Tsurumaki gave $2.9 million through

BBA Ireland. The Japanese businessman--who had recently

made an even bigger splash at auction when paying $51.3

million for Picasso's Les Noces de Pierrette, then second only to

Van Gogh's $53.9 million Irises--named him A.P. Indy for the

motor racing circuit, Autopolis, he was just about to launch.

(With fairly catastrophic consequences, it turned out, for his

solvency.)

   Sent into training with Neil Drysdale in California, A.P. Indy was

beaten on his Del Mar debut, after which he had surgery for an

undescended testicle. (Summer Squall, incidentally, was also a

ridgling.) Thereafter he quickly graduated through the later

juvenile ranks--winning maiden, allowance and GI Futurity S.--

and resumed seamlessly with wins in the GII San Rafael and 

GI Santa Anita Derby.

   A raceday defection from the Kentucky Derby, with hoof

problems, proved even more exasperating when he was able to

win the GII Peter Pan S. just three weeks later, setting him up for

the Classic he plainly merited in the GI Belmont instead. Things

did not fall right in his next two starts, but he produced a fitting

finale at the Breeders' Cup--exhibiting that trademark air of

fluid, effortless commitment--to be confirmed not only

champion colt of his generation but also Horse of the Year.

   As we know, that kind of first career offers a horse no

guarantees for his second. Before he was pensioned in 2011,

however, A.P. Indy sired 693 winners from 947 starters--

including 94 at graded stakes level, and 29 at Grade I--for an

overall ratio of 13% stakes winners. From 18 crops, at an

average book of just 68, he produced a dozen champions, and

his latest credits as an outstanding broodmare sire

(unsurprising, given his family) are none other than Game

Winner (Candy Ride {Arg}) and

Improbable (City Zip).

   But it is through his sons, and

now grandsons, that A.P. Indy

has truly set himself apart. He

accounted for three of the top

dozen American stallions of

2018, in Tapit (by his son Pulpit),

Flatter and Malibu Moon; other

high achievers include sons

Bernardini (who has himself

made an exceptional start as a

broodmare sire), Mineshaft,

Congrats and leading regional

sires Jump Start and Friesan Fire;

grandsons like the promising

Dialed In (Mineshaft) and Orb

(Malibu Moon), or the deplorably under-rated Sky Mesa (Pulpit);

plus now great-grandsons like Tapizar and Trappe Shot, among

the first of many now bidding to establish Tapit as a sire of sires.

   And there's a whole lot still to come: Honor Code, from A.P.

Indy's final crop, is now standing at Lane's End himself; likewise

grandsons Mr Speaker (Pulpit) and West Coast (Flatter) and

great-grandson Tonalist (Tapit). Then there's California Chrome

(Lucky Pulpit) starting out at Taylor Made; Lord Nelson (Pulpit)

at Spendthrift; and Commissioner, another of the patriarch's last

sons, at WinStar; and others besides.

   The popularity of this dynasty reflects the balance A.P. Indy

has been able to achieve between his own two-turn success--

drawing upon strong reserves of Classic blood--and the kind of

speed associated above all with Mr. Prospector, whose

daughters gave him graded stakes winners at a clip of 12%.

These included Macoumba, Prospectors Delite, Praise and

Preach, who respectively produced Pulpit, Mineshaft, Flatter

(also full brother Congrats) and Malibu Moon. Bernardini,

moreover, is out of a daughter of Mr. P's grandson Quiet

American. Cont. p15
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A.P. Indy | Horsephotos

A.P. Indy cont. 

   Honor Code and Jump Start, meanwhile, are out of mares by
another source of dash in Storm Cat. Admittedly the latter is a
terrific broodmare sire, period; and likewise Deputy Minister,
who sired the dam of A.P. Indy's greatest race filly, Rags To
Riches. All in all, however, with much of this we're looking at the
sort of balance that promises the ultimate grail of dirt racing:
the ability to carry speed.

   Now, personally, I don't buy into synergies of entire sire-lines
quite the way some people do. There have been enough dud
siblings to champions to show that it's hard enough to get just
two coins to land the same way twice running, never mind all
the others thrown into the air alongside. If Seattle Slew and Mr.
Prospector work so well together, I don't see how we can be
certain that this is about the Bold Ruler and Native Dancer lines-
-any more, for instance, than we can credit it definitively to the
fact that Myrtlewood is fifth dam of Seattle Slew, and fourth
dam of Mr. Prospector.
   Okay, so that's ancient history again: Myrtlewood beat
Seabiscuit in Detroit in 1936. But it's a free country. You can
credit Pulpit's importance to alchemy between sire-lines, if you
like; or you can simply note that there is barely a sire in his first
five generations, top to bottom, lacking historic resonance. Until
we can trace all the different attributes of a champion through
his pedigree, like a dye, at least we know there's hardly a strand
in this twine that wouldn't be entitled to bring the critical ones
through.
   Whichever way you look at it, you can hardly fail to be excited
by the possibility of A.P. Indy having saved the best until last.
Honor Code has none other than Serena's Song (Rahy) in the
parallel slot to Lassie Dear, in his top and bottom maternal lines;
and, while we've just noted that he's out of a Storm Cat mare, it
was mating Serena's Song with the usual suspect, Mr. P, that
produced Honor Code's grand-dam.

   Honor Code's first crop had an eerily familiar stamp, and

proved in corresponding demand at the sales. So far, so good,

albeit there's naturally still a long way to go. But then that's

been the thing about A.P. Indy since that day, 30 years ago,

when his gawky limbs sloughed into the straw in a sac of

lifeblood. By a Triple Crown winner, out of the daughter of a

Triple Crown winner, he has done exactly what he was bred to

do: Horse of the Year, founder of a dynasty.

   Just as well, for the mystique (and therefore the sustainability)

of our business, that not every sale-topper goes ahead and does

something like that. At the same time, we do need enough of

them to make sense of the market's valuations.

   So if extra champagne has been laid in at Lane's End, where

the team strikes such an expert balance between commercial

realities and the genetic family silver of the Classic racehorse,

then we should all join the same toast.

   And that's to Mr. Farish, who turned 80 just a few days ago; to

the farm he opened at 40; and to the horse who has become

both source and symbol for so much that it stands for.

Friday, Santa Anita

SAN LUIS REY S.-GII, $200,000, Santa Anita, 3-29, 4yo/up, 

1 1/2mT, 2:24.60, fm.

1--EPICAL, 120, g, 4, by Uncle Mo

1st Dam: Klondike Hills, by Deputy Minister

2nd Dam: Ruby Ransom, by Red Ransom

3rd Dam: Amelia Bearhart, by Bold Hour

   1ST BLACK TYPE WIN, 1ST GRADED STAKES WIN. ($205,000

   Ylg '16 FTKOCT; $145,000 RNA 2yo '17 EASMAY). O-D P Racing

   LLC; B-Jamm, Ltd. (KY); T-James M. Cassidy; J-Tyler Baze.

   $120,000. Lifetime Record: 11-4-2-1, $279,980. Werk Nick

   Rating: B+. Click for the eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree.

2--Beach View, 122, h, 6, Giant’s Causeway--Love's Blush, by

   Not For Love. ($180,000 Ylg '14 KEESEP). O-Levy Racing;

   B-Sycamore Hall Thoroughbreds, LLC (MD); T-Leonard Powell.

   $40,000. 

3--Marckie's Water, 120, h, 5, Tribal Rule--Russian River, by

   Stravinsky. O-Little Red Feather Racing & Norman Tavares;

   B-Frank Mermenstein & Tom McCrocklin (CA); T-Richard

   Baltas. $24,000. 

Margins: 2 1/4, HF, 2 3/4. Odds: 1.10, 2.40, 9.90.

Also Ran: Unapologetic, Ashleyluvssugar. Scratched: Risky

Proposition. Click for the Equibase.com chart, the TJCIS.com

PPs or the free Equineline.com catalogue-style pedigree.

VIDEO, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton. Cont. p16

                                                               

                                                               

Hidden Brook Sales Graduate
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Arrogate

LGB, LLC 2019 / Photo: Asuncion Piñeyrua
Arrogate / Filimbi colt

Juddmonte homebred colt by Arrogate
out of Grade 2 winner and 3X Grade 1-placed Filimbi,

a  half sister to the dam of Ashland Stakes (G1) Winner Weep no More 
out of Juddmonte homebred Kentucky Oaks Winner Flute

https://www.arrogate.com/
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Epical | Benoit Photo 

San Luis Rey S. cont. 

   A first out-winner at Santa Anita in January 2018, Epical

endured a roller coast ride throughout the remainder of the

season. Gelded after a pair of forgettable starts early on, he

returned with an improved second at Del Mar in July. Off the

board in both the GII Del Mar Derby and GII Twilight Derby last

fall, he gained confidence with a subsequent pair of optional

claiming scores; the first going 11 furlongs at Del Mar Nov. 15

followed by a front-running win at nine panels over this course

Dec. 28. Changing up tactics for his latest, the gelding came from

just off the pace to finish a close-up second in the 10-furlong 

GII San Marcos S. Feb. 9. 

   Well supported while trying to break through with his first

black-type win, Epical took charge from his inside draw and led

the way over Markie’s Water through reasonable opening splits

of :24.47 and :48.56. Remaining clear of that rival after a mile in

1:37.57, he kicked into another gear turning for home and had

enough of a cushion to fend off the closing second choice Beach

View. Markie’s Water held on for third. The 5-2 third choice

Ashleyluvssugar (Game Plan) finished last of five.

Pedigree Notes:

   Epical is the 23rd winner for his popular sire. He hails from a

deep Sam-Son family that includes fellow long-winded standouts

like MGISW/MGISP Strut the Stage (Theatrical {Ire}); British

MGSW/GISP Sacred Song (Diesis {GB}) and her French and

British GSW son Multidimensional (Ire) (Danehill); MGSW Aldous

Snow (Theatrical {Ire}); Canadian Horse of the Year and GI

Breeders’ Cup Turf hero Chief Bearhart (Chief’s Crown); and

GISW Explosive Red (Explodent). He has a 2-year-old half-sister

named Indelliby (To Honor and Serve) and a yearling half-

brother by Oxbow. 

Friday, Gulfstream

ORCHID S.-GIII, $100,000, Gulfstream, 3-29, 4yo/up, f/m, 

1 3/8mT, 2:16.07, gd.

1--SANTA MONICA (GB), 120, m, 6, by Mastercraftsman (Ire)

1st Dam: Zacchera (GB), by Zamindar

2nd Dam: Palace Street, by Secreto

3rd Dam: Majestic Street, by Majestic Prince

   (30,000gns Wlg '13 TATFOA; 120,000gns Ylg '14 TAOCT;

   375,000gns 4yo '17 TATMA; $675,000 RNA 5yo '18 KEENOV).

   O-R Unicorn Stable; B-D. J. Erwin Bloodstock (GB); T-Chad C.

   Brown; J-Irad Ortiz, Jr. $59,520. Lifetime Record: GSW-Ire,

   GISP-NA, 30-5-4-3, $433,024. Werk Nick Rating: A. Click for

   the eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree.

2--Ickymasho (GB), 120, m, 7, Multiplex (GB)--Icky Woo (GB), by

   Mark of Esteem (Ire). (13,000gns Ylg '13 TAOCT). O-Triton

   Stable; B-Allseasons Bloodstock (GB); T-Roger L. Attfield.

   $19,200. 

3--Giant Zinger, 118, f, 4, Giant’s Causeway--Hostess, by Chester

   House. ($225,000 RNA Ylg '16 FTSAUG). O-Team Penney

   Racing; B-Gallagher's Stud (NY); T-William I. Mott. $9,600. 

Margins: HD, 3/4, 2HF. Odds: 0.50, 4.90, 12.60.

Also Ran: Maroubra (Fr), A. A. Azula's Arch, Cha Cha Heels,

Homeland Security, Shezaprado, Kallio. Click for the

Equibase.com chart, the TJCIS.com PPs or the free

Equineline.com catalogue-style pedigree. VIDEO, sponsored by

Fasig-Tipton.

   Cognizant of the fact that he was on the classiest animal in

Friday’s GIII Orchid S. at Gulfstream Park, Irad Ortiz, Jr. allowed

Santa Monica to cover a bunch of extra ground on the last of

three turns, but she laid her body down in the final furlong and

grabbed fellow European import Ickymasho right on the money

for her third stateside score.

   Drawn widest in the field of nine, the prohibitive post-time

favorite found herself in midfield upon settling, but eventually

drifted back to lob along from third last for the opening four

furlongs. Quietly ridden with cover for the run around the

second turn, she was eased out into the clear with about five

furlongs to travel and was asked to pick it up a bit leaving the

three-eighths pole. Content to race widest of all on that final

bend, Santa Monica nevertheless had the leaders in sight while

five deep at the quarter pole, gradually worked her way up to

Ickymasho--who grabbed command from Giant Zinger at the

furlong grounds--and managed to stick her head across the line

first despite traveling 23 feet further than the runner-up. 

                                                               
                                                               

                                                               

Trained at Crupi’s New Castle Farm
Bred by Gallagher’s. Sold by Denali
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Dr. Edgar | Lauren King

Orchid S. cont. 

   “I didn’t have too many choices by the three-eighths pole,” the
Eclipse Award-winning rider said. “Nobody on the inside moved,
so I had to keep her outside. I had to move early and wide, but I
had the best horse in the race. They were going slow in front, so
I knew I had to go early.”
   A Group 3 winner in Europe when under the care of Charles
O’Brien, Santa Monica won two from six last season for Chad
Brown, including the GII Dance Smartly S. at Woodbine, and was
third in that track’s GI E.P. Taylor S. Well-beaten in the GI
Breeders’ Cup Filly & Mare Turf, she was a $675,000 RNA at the
Keeneland November Breeding Stock sale and was having her
final start for Mrs. John Magnier, Madaket Stable and Deron
Pearson when second as the 2-1 favorite in the GIII La
Prevoyante S. over yielding turf Jan. 26.

Pedigree Notes:
   Santa Monica is a maternal granddaughter of SW & MGSP
Palace Street, dam of champion English sprinter and G1SW
Sakhee’s Secret (GB) (Sakhee), SW Palace Moon (GB) (Fantastic
Light) and MSW Palace Affair (GB) (Pursuit of Love {GB}).
Zacchera is the dam of a 2-year-old colt by the pensioned
Harbour Watch (Ire) and a yearling full-sister to Santa Monica.

Friday, Gulfstream
APPLETON S.-GIII, $100,000, Gulfstream, 3-29, 4yo/up, 1mT,
1:34.65, gd.
1--DR. EDGAR, 118, g, 6, by Lookin At Lucky

1st Dam: Sennockian Storm, by Storm Cat
2nd Dam: Winning Season, by Lemon Drop Kid
3rd Dam: Topicount, by Private Account

   1ST BLACK-TYPE WIN, 1ST GRADED STAKES WIN. O-Peter J. &
   Eloise Canzone; B-Frederick M Allor & Michael T Barnett (KY);
   T-Barclay Tagg; J-Julien R. Leparoux. $59,520. Lifetime Record:
   19-6-4-2, $283,505. *1/2 to Honey Bunny (Tapizar), SP,
   $299,485. Werk Nick Rating: A+++ *Triple Plus* Click for the
   eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree.

2--Hawkish, 118, g, 4, Artie Schiller--Bridal Memories, by
   Unbridled. ‘TDN Rising Star’ O-Robert V. LaPenta, AJ Suited
   Racing Stable, LLC & Madaket Stables LLC; B-AJ Suited, LLC
   (KY); T-James J. Toner. $19,200. 

3--Doctor Mounty, 124, h, 6, Street Sense--On a Roll, by A.P.
   Indy. ($150,000 Ylg '14 KEESEP; $170,000 2yo '15 OBSOPN).
   O-Larry Pratt & Dave Alden; B-G. Watts Humphrey Jr., Susan
   Keller, Vicki Oliver & G. Watts Humphrey III (KY); T-Claude R.
   McGaughey III. $9,600. 

Margins: HF, 2, NO. Odds: 3.00, 3.00, 3.20.

Also Ran: Uncle B, Cowboy's Hero, Holiday Stone, Krampus, Uno

Emayo, Vici. Click for the Equibase.com chart, the TJCIS.com

PPs or the free Equineline.com catalogue-style pedigree.

VIDEO, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

   Dr. Edgar earned his black-type badge with a front-running

score in the GIII Appleton S. Seizing the early advantage, the bay

coasted along, setting comfortable early fractions of :24.29 and

:47.87. Confronted by Holiday Stone (Harlan’s Holiday) and

Uncle B (Zensational on the backstretch, he edged clear of those

rivals in mid-stretch and had just enough to hold off a late rally

from ‘TDN Rising Star’ Hawkish.

   “I thought he’d lay second all the way around and hopefully

win,” winning trainer Barclay Tagg said. “He went right to the

front and opened up a little on the backside--I got a little

worried then. Julien [Leparoux] gave him a little breather and

went on to win it. He’s knows the horse and he’s an excellent

rider.”

   Previously trained by Carl Domino, Dr. Edgar has only been

worse than second once since transferring to Tagg. A neck

second in his debut for this barn at Belmont in July, he crossed

the line first, but was disqualified and placed second next out at

Saratoga Aug. 26. A dominant winner over a yielding mile back

in Elmont Sept. 16, the gelding finished sixth in his seasonal bow

over this course Jan. 6, but rebounded with a two-length score

here Feb. 22.

Pedigree Notes:

   Dr. Edgar is the 24th graded winner and 42nd black-type

winner for his sire Lookin at Lucky, who had a banner year in

2018 thanks to the efforts of champion Accelerate. The winner

is the first foal out of Sennockian Storm, who produced fillies by

Ordained (Pulpit--People’s Princess) in 2017 and 2018. 

                                                               

                                                               

Foaled and Raised at Denali

Trained at Crupi’s New Castle Farm

                                                               

nbs SUCCESS
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Racing at Aqueduct | Sarah K Andrew

NY STATE GAMING COMMISSION ISSUES

BISPHOSPHONATE ADVISORY WARNING

   Thoroughbred horse owners, trainers and/or veterinarians

who are responsible for causing or failing to guard against an

administration of a bisphosphonate to a racehorse less than four

years old will be investigated and could be subject to fines of

$25,000 and license revocation in New York State, according to a

release issued by the New York State Gaming Commission. 

   "The New York State Gaming Commission has determined that

there is no generally accepted medical use of a bisphosphonate

in a racehorse that is less than four years old; that

bisphosphonates are `other doping agents' within the meaning

of the rule, and that any such administration shall violate the

rule," read the release. 

   The advisory said that the rule applies to any Thoroughbred

horse engaged in activities, including training, related to

competing in parimutuel racing in New York. This includes

without limitation any horses that are training outside the

jurisdiction to participate in racing in New York who

subsequently race in New York and all horses that are training in

the jurisdiction.

   The rule also covers unintentional administration of the drug;

and "any violation of this rule shall result in exclusion of the

horse from racing and the license revocation of any responsible

person," the release said.

   The Gaming Commission issued a separate general advisory in

which equine medical director Scott Palmer recommended that

no bisphosphonate be administered to a racehorse under four

years old, and that such treatment is not a generally accepted

veterinary practice. 

AAEP’S BERK MAKES BISPHOSPONATES

STATEMENT
   Dr. Jeff Berk, President of the American Association of Equine

Practitioners, issued the following statement Friday afternoon in

response to the announcement earlier this week that the three

major U.S. sales companies will offer buyers the choice to test

purchases for bisphosphonates and rescind sales for positive

tests:

   “The American Association of Equine Practitioners endorses

the decision made by the Keeneland Association, Fasig-Tipton

and Ocala Breeders’ Sales Company to offer post-sale

bisphosphonate testing on horses under four years of age. This

is one facet of what we hope will be a multi-pronged effort

within the Thoroughbred industry to address the misuse of

these drugs in young horses.

   “Additionally, it should be remembered that bisphosphonates

have been approved by the Food and Drug Administration for

therapeutic use in horses for certain conditions. It is the misuse

of these products that is in question, not the drugs themselves.  

   “While addressing this issue, it is important to remember that

we do not know the extent of the use of these products in

young horses and do not wish to impugn the integrity of an

entire industry based upon anecdotal information.

   The AAEP supports the use the FDA-approved bisphosphonate

products according to manufacturer labeling and does not

condone their use in horses under the age of four.”

HOMELAND SECURITY WILL ALLOCATE

30,000 MORE H-2B VISAS
Edited press release from the NTRA

   The U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) earlier today

communicated to Congressional offices that it would allocate

30,000 additional H-2B visas for the current fiscal year that

concludes on September 30, 2019. This nonimmigrant visa

program is used by many industries that need temporary

non-agricultural help when domestic workers are unavailable.

For the horse racing industry, racehorse trainers rely heavily on

the H-2B program to fill various backside positions. 

   "We applaud Homeland Security Secretary Nielsen for her

decision to allocate an additional 30,000 H-2B visas for the

remainder of fiscal year 2019," said NTRA President and CEO

Alex Waldrop. "This will provide relief to horse trainers

desperate to hire foreign workers for backstretch positions that

U.S. citizens are not filling. While the number is probably not

sufficient to meet the demand, it is decidedly better than the

15,000 additional H-2B visas issued in the last two fiscal years."                                                               
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The complete bottle series | Maker’s Mark photo

H-2B Visas cont. 

   Below is the complete statement from DHS:

   The H-2B nonimmigrant visa program allows U.S. employers

who meet specific statutory and regulatory requirements to

bring foreign nationals to the United States to fill temporary

non-agricultural jobs. There is a statutory cap on the total

number of foreign nationals who may be issued an H-2B visa or

otherwise granted H-2B status during a fiscal year. Under

section 214(g)(1)(B) and 214(g)(10) of the Immigration and

Nationality Act, as amended (INA), Congress has set the H-2B

cap at 66,000 per fiscal year, with a maximum of 33,000

available during the first half of any given fiscal year and 33,000

for workers who begin employment in the second half of the

fiscal year.

   Section 105 of Div. H of Public Law 116-6, the Consolidated

Appropriations Act, 2019, was signed into law by the President

on February 15, 2019. This fiscal year, for the third year in a row,

Congress delegated to the Secretary of Homeland Security the

authority to allocate visas above the 66,000 cap if the Secretary

determines, after consultation with the Secretary of Labor, that

the needs of American businesses could not be satisfied with U.S

workers who are willing, qualified, and able to perform

temporary nonagricultural labor.

   After consultation with Secretary Acosta and carefully

weighing several factors, including whether U.S. workers may be

harmed, and impact statements from your constituents,

Secretary Nielsen has decided to allocate an additional 30,000

H-2B visas for the remainder of fiscal year 2019. Further, this

supplemental visa allocation will be available only to applicants

who have held H-2B status in at least one of the past three fiscal

years (2016, 2017 and 2018). Details on eligibility and filing

requirements will be available in the temporary final rule and on

uscis.gov when the final temporary rule is posted for public

inspection. 

TICKETS UP FOR GRABS APR. 8 FOR MAKER’S MARK

BOTTLE

    A bottle signing for this year's commemorative Maker's Mark®

bourbon bottle will take place at Keeneland Race Course's

Keene Barn on the morning of Friday, April 12. Anyone wanting

to attend must first get a ticket online at

www.keeneland.com/makers-mark-bottle-signing after first

creating an account. The free tickets will become available

online at 8:30 a.m. Monday, April 8.

   The fifth and final commemorative Maker's Mark® bourbon

bottle in the series features the 2011-12 University of Kentucky

men's basketball national championship team led by John

Calipari, which brought the title home to the Bluegrass for the

first time in 14 seasons. Bottles will go on sale at retail outlets in

Kentucky April 5. 

   The sale of the bottles benefits UK’s Center for Academic and

Tutorial Services (CATS). "Education is at the heart of everything

we do as an athletics department," Athletics Director Mitch

Barnhart said. "In order to continue and build on the work CATS

does to serve student-athletes and position them for academic

success, we must innovate. This partnership helps provide the

resources to allow us to do exactly that."

   The goal of UK Athletics' partnership with Maker's Mark and

Keeneland is to raise $2 million for the CATS through the

companies' own contributions and from a portion of the

proceeds of sales of special commemorative bottles of the

distillery's handmade bourbon.

   The first four commemorative bottles in the series honored

the program's first seven national championships, with this

year's bottle completing the set.

                                                               

Fasig-Tipton graduate Epical (Uncle Mo) runs them off
their feet in GII San Luis Rey S.
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Want to send a “LETTER TO THE EDITOR”

of the Thoroughbred Daily News?

Send an e-mail to: editor@thetdn.com

DR. TONY RYAN BOOK AWARD FINALISTS NAMED
   Three finalists have been selected for the 13th annual Dr. Tony

Ryan Book Award, given yearly to recognize “book-length race-

writing of the highest quality.” Shane Ryan hosts the awards at

Castleton Lyons near Lexington, Ky., in honor of his late father. 

   The finalists are Patrick Lawrence Gilligan, author of Around

Kentucky With the Bug!, a journal of a year in the life an

apprentice jockey; Andy Plattner, whose Dixie Luck is a

collection of fictional stories about the racetrack; and the team

of Linda Carroll and David Rosner, co-authors of Out of the

Clouds: The Unlikely Horseman and the Unwanted Colt who

Conquered the Sport of Kings, a biography of Hirsch Jacobs and

Stymie. 

   The winner, who will be awarded $10,000, will be announced

Apr. 10 at an invitation-only reception. Judges are Kay Coyte,

former managing editor of the Washington Post-Bloomberg

News Service; Caton Bredar, longtime television broadcaster

and racing analyst; and Jayne Moore Waldrop, a writer, attorney

and poetry author. 

DAILY SPANISH SHOW LAUNCHED BY THE STRONACH

GROUP
   Hipica TV, a fully integrated daily live Spanish language show

streamed on The Stronach Group websites and YouTube.com,

has been launched, it was announced Friday. Hipica TV shows

races and replays from Gulfstream Park, Santa Anita Park, Laurel

Park and Golden Gate Fields. The show also offers handicapping

selections and will include live interviews, feature stories, and

racing insights from hosts Alfredo Alfonzo, Juan Carlos Palma,

Pedro Casella, and Claudia Spadaro. 

   The Stronach Group has been testing Hipica TV on both

GulfstreamPark.com and LaurelPark.com for the last month,

reaching an average of 76,000 unique viewers weekly and

totaling nearly 800,000 views. Hipica TV will soon be added to

SantaAnita.com and GoldenGateFields.com. 

    “We’re incredibly proud to provide this ground-breaking

service free to our viewers,” said Tim Ritvo, chief operating

officer of The Stronach Group. “We’ve received incredibly

positive feedback and viewership continues to grow. We believe

Hipica TV is ground-breaking, relevant, and once again shows

The Stronach Group’s commitment to Thoroughbred racing. We

strongly believe Hipica TV will continue to grow as we build our

brand nationally and internationally.”

SARATOGA’S SEASON PASSES ON SALE TUESDAY

   Season passes for Saratoga Race Course’s 2019 meet will be

available for purchase Tuesday, Apr. 2, at 10 a.m. ET, the New

York Racing Association (NYRA) announced Friday. Season

passes provide purchasers with admission for all 40 days of the

meet, including the day of the flagship GI Runhappy Travers S.,

to be held this year Aug. 24. The passes do not include reserved

seating. Saratoga’s meet runs from Thursday, July 11, to

Monday, Sept. 2. A season pass for the grandstand is $50, while

one for the clubhouse is $75. Season passes may be obtained at

nyra.com/saratoga/.

FINAL DATES AND FUNDING APPROVED FOR SUFFOLK

DOWNS

   With dates approved and purses funded, East Boston’s Suffolk

Downs will conduct its final season of live racing in the coming

months. The Massachusetts Gaming Commission approved six

live dates in 2019: May 18-19, June 8-9, and June 29-30. In

addition, purse funding of $3.8 million from Massachusetts’

Racehorse Development Fund was approved, making average

daily purse distribution over $600,000 daily. 

   As additional incentives to horsemen, Suffolk Downs will also

offer a program to owners and trainers to help offset shipping

and travel costs. There will also be stakes races restricted to

Massachusetts-bred and -sired runners. 

   Live racing at the historic facility will cease after June 30. In

2017, Sterling Suffolk Racecourse, the company who operates

racing and simulcasting at Suffolk Downs, sold the property to

HYM Investment Group, a real estate developer. 

   “We are looking forward to celebrating the rich tradition of

Suffolk Downs with racing fans for one final season here as we

pursue the plan to preserve Thoroughbred racing and its

associated agribusiness and economic benefits in the

Commonwealth by restoring the racing facility at Great

Barrington,” said Chip Tuttle, chief operating officer at Suffolk

Downs. “We appreciate the support of the Massachusetts

Gaming Commission in granting our dates and purse funding

requests.”
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Cherie DeVaux celebrated her first training victory Friday when

Traveling (Tale of the Cat) graduated in Gulfstream’s sixth race. 

“I’m very excited,” said DeVaux, who went on her own last May

after previously working for Chad Brown. “It is a relief. A lot of the

horses have been slow to come along. He was one of the first ones

who came in, so it feels extra special.” | Coglianese 

RETIRED RACEHORSES ON DISPLAY AT CARMA SHOW
   The Thoroughbred Classic Horse Show (TCHS), held Mar. 23-24

at Galway Downs near Temecula, CA, and hosted by California

Retirement Management Account (CARMA), drew 96 entries.

Began as an awareness campaign to highlight the adoption of

off-track Thoroughbreds, the show offers classes in hunters,

jumpers, cross country, dressage, barrel racing, pole bending,

lead line, and showmanship. 

   “We’ve been putting on these shows for seven years now, and

we’re really starting to see resurgence of the breed in the show

ring,” said Lucinda Lovitt-Mandella, executive director of

CARMA. “Multiple exhibitors and spectators asked us how they

can adopt very recently retired racehorses. The interest in the

Thoroughbred as a sport horse and companion is growing.” 

   The next TCHS event will be held Dec. 7-8 at the Los Angeles

Equestrian Center near Burbank.

SIGNAL TAP DIES by Diego Mittagstein

   Signal Tap (Fappiano--South Sea Dancer, by Northern Dancer)

died earlier this week at Haras Santa María de Araras in Brazil.

He was 28 years old.

   Bred by Will Farish in partnership with E. J. Hudson and W.S.

Kilroy, Signal Tap, a $390,000 purchase out of the 1992

Keeneland July Sale by Centennial Farm, was trained by Scotty

Schulhofer and posted his biggest career victories in the 

GIII Hialeah Turf Cup and GIII Bougainvillea H. He was also third

in the GI Man O’ War S. and retired with seven wins from 25

career starts.

   Signal Tap entered stud at Questroyal Stud in New York and

from his third U.S. crop, was responsible for Got Koko, winner of

the 2002 GI La Brea S. Once relocated to Julio Bozano’s stud in

Brazil, he sired an additional 12 graded winners, six at the Group

1 level. He is the sire of 20 black-type winners to date overall. 

BELLA JOLIE, 12, Broken Vow--Jolie Boutique, by Northern Jove

Foal born Feb. 21, a colt by Into Mischief.

Owned by/boarded at Stonestreet.

Will be bred back to Justify.

Accomplishments: Dam of Runhappy (Super Saver), Ch. Sprinter

& MGISW, $1,496,250. 
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Saturday, Gulfstream, post time: 6:36 p.m. EDT

XPRESSBET FLORIDA DERBY-GI, $1,000,000, 3yo, 1 1/8m
PP HORSE SIRE OWNER TRAINER JOCKEY ML

1 Hidden Scroll Hard Spun Juddmonte Farms, Inc. Mott Castellano 5-2

2 Current K Curlin Eclipse Thoroughbred Partners, Robert V. LaPenta Pletcher Franco 15-1

& Dixiana Farms LLC

3 Harvey Wallbanger Congrats Harold Lerner LLC, AWC Stables, Nehoc Stables, McPeek Hernandez, Jr. 15-1

Scott K. Akman, Paul Braverman, Magdalena Racing

& David A. Bernsen, LLC

4 Bourbon War K Tapit Bourbon Lane Stable & Lake Star Stable Hennig Ortiz, Jr. 7-2

5 Everfast K Take Charge Indy Calumet Farm Romans Landeros 20-1

6 Hard Belle K Hard Spun Thoroughbred Champions Training Center LLC Mejia Batista 50-1

7 Maximum Security New Year's Day West, Gary and Mary Servis Saez 9-2

8 Bodexpress K Bodemeister Top Racing, Global T’bred & GDS Racing Stable Delgado Juarez 30-1

9 Code of Honor K Noble Mission (GB) W.S. Farish McGaughey III Velazquez 3-1

10 Union's Destiny Union Rags Los Samanes LLC Avila Reyes 30-1

11 Garter and Tie Brooks 'n Down Jacks or Better Farm, Inc. Nicks Sanchez 15-1

Breeders: 1-Juddmonte Farms Inc, 2-Hinkle Farms, 3-Tony Holmes & Dr. & Mrs. Walter Zent, 4-Conquest Stables, LLC, 5-Extern Developments, 6-Charles

Fipke, 7-Gary & Mary West Stables, Inc., 8-Martha Jane Mulholland, 9-W. S. Farish, 10-CESA Farm, 11-Jacks or Better Farm Inc.

Saturday, Santa Anita, post time: 6:17 p.m. EDT

FRANK E. KILROE MILE S.-GI, $400,000, 4yo/up, 1mT
PP HORSE SIRE OWNER TRAINER JOCKEY ML

1 Hunt (Ire) Dark Angel (Ire) Michael House D'Amato Blanc 8-1

2 Ohio (Brz) Elusive Quality Eclipse Thoroughbred Partners & Bruce Treitman McCarthy Fuentes 6-1

3 Desert Stone (Ire) Fastnet Rock (Aus) Zayat Stables, LLC Baltas Franco 8-1

4 Catapult K Kitten's Joy Woodford Racing, LLC Sadler Van Dyke 8-5

5 Next Shares K Archarcharch Michael & Jules Iavarone Jerry McClanahan, Baltas Desormeaux 3-1

Christopher T. Dunn, William Marasa,

Ritchie Robershaw & Mark Taylor

6 River Boyne (Ire) Dandy Man (Ire) Red Baron's Barn LLC and Rancho Temescal LLC Mullins Bejarano 5-2

Breeders: 1-Michael O'Callaghan, 2-Fazenda Mondesir, 3-Arkle Bloodstock, 4-Breffni Farm, 5-Buck Pond Farm, Inc., 6-Limestone & Tara Studs

Saturday, Santa Anita, post time: 8:28 p.m. EDT

BEHOLDER MILE S.-GI, $400,000, 3yo/up, f/m, 1m
PP HORSE SIRE OWNER TRAINER JOCKEY ML

1 Secret Spice K Discreet Cat Little Red Feather Racing Baltas Franco 6-1

2 Selcourt Tiz Wonderful Medallion Racing and Abrahams, Keith Sadler Baze 5-1

3 Paradise Woods Union Rags Steven Sarkowsky & Martin J. & Pam Wygod Shirreffs Roman 6-1

4 Exuberance Archarcharch Seltzer Thoroughbreds Kruljac Espinoza 15-1

5 Marley's Freedom K Blame Cicero Farms, LLC Baffert Van Dyke 4-5

6 Just a Smidge K Into Mischief Debbie Lanni Baffert Espinoza 10-1

7 Mopotism K Uncle Mo Reddam Racing LLC O'Neill Gutierrez 6-1

Breeders: 1-Godolphin, 2-Keith Abrahams, 3-Herman Sarkowsky, 4-Lakland Farm, 5-Jack Swain III, 6-Carolyn R. Vogel, 7-Frank T Batten



Saturday, Gulfstream, post time: 1:00 p.m. EDT

GULFSTREAM PARK MILE S.-GII, $300,000, 4yo/up, 1m
PP HORSE SIRE OWNER TRAINER JOCKEY ML

1 Tale of Silence Tale of the Cat Charles E. Fipke Tagg Franco 7-2

2 Millionaire Runner K Warrior's Reward Thoroughbred Champions Training Center LLC Mejia Reyes 30-1

3 Be Gone Daddy K Scat Daddy Crossed Sabres Farm LLC Vitali Saez 9-2

4 Prince Lucky Corinthian Daniel McConnell Pletcher Velazquez 2-5

5 All Golden K Alternation Thoroughbred Champions Training Center LLC Mejia Meneses 99-1

6 Guy Caballero K Quality Road Steven T. Duffield Joseph, Jr. Ortiz, Jr. 12-1

Breeders: 1-Charles Fipke, 2-Brandywine Farm (Jim & Pam Robinson), 3-Huntington Stud Farm Corp., 4-Daniel W. McConnell Sr., 5-Albert Bell & Joyce

Bell, 6-Sean & Dorothy Fitzhenry

Saturday, Gulfstream, post time: 3:00 p.m. EDT

GULFSTREAM PARK OAKS-GII, $250,000, 3yo, f, 1 1/16m
PP HORSE SIRE OWNER TRAINER JOCKEY ML

1 Safta Dialed In Nice Guys Stables, Steve Hornstock, Magner Franco 20-1

Margarita Del Russo & Jack Bick

2 Shacklette Shackleford Frank L. Jones, Jr. & Nancy Delony Romans Juarez 20-1

3 Point of Honor K Curlin Eclipse Thoroughbred Partners & Stetson Racing Weaver Castellano 9-5

4 Bella Ciao K Flatter Magic Stables LLC Sano Saez 15-1

5 Champagne Anyone K Street Sense Six Column Stables, LLC and Bloch, Randall L. Wilkes Landeros 6-1

6 Dunbar Road K Quality Road Peter M. Brant Brown Ortiz, Jr. 8-5

7 Cookie Dough Brethren Arindel Gold Sanchez 7-2

Breeders: 1-Tony Lacy & Kathie Maybee, 2-Nancy Delony, 3-Siena Farms LLC, 4-Dr. & Mrs. Walter Zent, 5-Stonestreet Thoroughbred Holdings LLC,

6-Jeffery J. Drown, 7-Arindel

Saturday, Gulfstream, post time: 6:00 p.m. EDT

PAN AMERICAN S.-GII, $250,000, 4yo/up, 1 1/2mT
PP HORSE SIRE OWNER TRAINER JOCKEY ML

1 Focus Group K Kitten's Joy Klaravich Stables, Inc. & William H. Lawrence Brown Ortiz, Jr. 4-1

2 Melmich Wilko Chesney, Stephen and Hoffman, Cory S. Attard Castellano 6-1

3 Village King (Arg) Campanologist Angels of Catalina, Inc. Pletcher Velazquez 8-1

4 Canessar (Fr) Kendargent (Fr) Guy Pariente Delacour Lynch 7-2

5 Nessy Flower Alley Sierra Farm Wilkes Leparoux 20-1

6 Highland Sky Sky Mesa Joyce B. Young, Gerald & Jerrie Stewart McManis Tagg Franco 12-1

7 Salute the Colonel Colonel John Patricia A. Generazio Orseno Saez 15-1

8 Soglio K Scat Daddy Kenneth L. & Sarah K. Ramsey Maker Hernandez 3-1

9 Bigger Picture Badge of Silver Three Diamonds Farm Maker Gaffalione 6-1

Breeders: 1-Dixiana Farms LLC, 2-Andrew Stronach, 3-Santa Maria de Araras, 4-Haras De S.A. Aga Khan SCEA, 5-Sierra Farm, 6-Bonner Young,

7-Patricia Generazio, 8-Flaxman Holdings Limited, 9-Kenneth L. & Sarah K. Ramsey

Saturday, Santa Anita, post time: 6:58 p.m. EDT

SAN CARLOS S.-GII, $200,000, 3yo/up, 7f
PP HORSE SIRE OWNER TRAINER JOCKEY ML

1 Kanthaka Jimmy Creed West Point Thoroughbreds Hollendorfer Bejarano 3-1

2 Ax Man Misremembered Earnhardt III, Patti and Hal J. Baffert Van Dyke 5-2

3 Touching Rainbows Aragorn (Ire) KM Racing Enterprise, Inc., Madaket Stables LLC D'Amato Pereira 6-1

& Slam Dunk Racing

4 St. Joe Bay Saint Anddan Hronis Racing LLC Sadler Espinoza 5-1

5 Zatter K Midnight Lute Zayat Stables, LLC Baffert Franco 12-1

6 Dr. Dorr Lookin At Lucky Natalie J. Baffert Baffert Baze 7-2

7 Solid Wager Birdonthewire Gary & Cecil Barber & Stanford Stable Miller Pedroza 5-1

Breeders: 1-Spendthrift Farm LLC, 2-Hal J. Earnhardt, 3-Esembee Inc., 4-Bonnie Heath Farm, LLC, 5-Sean & Barbara Speck, 6-Madeline Auerbach, Mr.

Jack Klugman & Bob Baffert, 7-Madera Thoroughbreds LLC



Saturday, Santa Anita, post time: 7:28 p.m. EDT
SANTA ANA S.-GIII, $100,000, 4yo/up, f/m, 1 1/4mT
PP HORSE SIRE OWNER TRAINER JOCKEY ML
1 Stradella Road Elusive Quality Bo Hirsch, LLC Stute Franco 6-1
2 Streak of Luck Old Fashioned Roncelli Family Trust Chew Baze 3-1
3 Lynne's Legacy Unusual Heat Maureen Richardson, Ritchie Robershaw & O'Neill Quinonez 8-1

Steve Rothblum
4 Poster Girl (GB) Excellent Art (GB) Victor Racing and Jeong, Peter Chew Roman 8-1
5 India Mantuana K Wilburn Richard A. Bell Bell, II Desormeaux 10-1
6 Elysea's World (Ire) K Champs Elysees (GB) Abbondanza Racing, LLC, Christopher T. Dunn Baltas Van Dyke 5-2

& Jerry McClanahan
7 Zaffinah (Ire) Casamento (Ire) Red Baron's Barn LLC & Rancho Temescal LLC Carava Bejarano 4-1
8 Tell Me More Quality Road Ballena Vista Farm Miller Figueroa 10-1

Breeders: 1-Bo Hirsch LLC, 2-Roncelli Family Trust, 3-Harris Farms, 4-Mrs D. O. Joly, 5-Paul Knapper, 6-Haras D'Haspel, 7-Rabbah Bloodstock Limited,
8-Alpha Delta Stables, LLC

Sunday, Santa Anita, post time: 5:35 p.m. EDT
SAN SIMEON S.-GIII, $100,000, 3yo/up, 6 1/2fT
PP HORSE SIRE OWNER TRAINER JOCKEY WT
1 Conquest Tsunami K Stormy Atlantic Gary Barber Miller Van Dyke 123
2 Law Abidin Citizen K Twirling Candy Dan J. Agnew, Gerry Schneider & John V. Xitco Glatt Pereira 121
3 Arms Runner Overdriven Rockingham Ranch Miller Pedroza 121
4 Cistron K The Factor Hronis Racing LLC Sadler Bejarano 121
5 Mesut Gio Ponti Keith Brackpool Gaines Franco 121
6 Air Vice Marshal K War Front Purple Rein Racing O'Neill Garcia 121
7 La Sardane (Fr) Kingsalsa Team Valor International Drysdale Rosario 118

Breeders: 1-Josham Farms Limited & Yvonne SchwabeThoroughbreds, 2-Hill 'n' Dale Equine Holdings, Inc, 3-Ocala Stud, 4-St. George Farm, LLC,
5-Brackpool Racing LLC, 6-Cherry Valley Farm, LLC, 7-SCEA Plessis & Jean Guillemin

https://issuu.com/keeneland/docs/2018-yearinreview-final?e=5679092/67639591
http://www.keeneland.com/sales


SIRE LISTS  Sponsored by

FOR ALL TDN SIRE LISTSBINCLUDING INDIVIDUAL CROP-YEAR REPORTS--VISIT WWW.THETDN.COM/TDN-SIRE-STATS/ 

Leading Dirt Sires of 3YOs
for stallions standing in North America through Thursday, March 28

Earnings and Black-type represents worldwide figures & stud fees are for 2019

Rank Stallion BTW BTH GSW GSH G1SW G1SH Starters Wnrs Highest Earner Earnings

1 Tapit   2   6   1   4   --   --       34   11   210,000  1,089,860

(2001) by Pulpit  Crops: 12  Stands: Gainesway Farm KY  Fee: $225,000 Tacitus

2 Goldencents   2   2   1   1   --   --       47   14   630,310  1,051,511

(2010) by Into Mischief  Crops: 2  Stands: Spendthrift Farm KY  Fee: $20,000 By My Standards

3 Into Mischief  --   4  --   3   --   --       61   15   129,820    975,531

(2005) by Harlan's Holiday  Crops: 8  Stands: Spendthrift Farm KY  Fee: $150,000 Market King

4 War Front   2   2   2   2   --   --        3    2   494,000    886,825

(2002) by Danzig  Crops: 10  Stands: Claiborne Farm KY  Fee: $250,000 Omaha Beach

5 Candy Ride (Arg)   2   5   2   5   --   --       31    9   150,000    836,069

(1999) by Ride the Rails  Crops: 12  Stands: Lane's End Farm KY  Fee: $80,000 Game Winner

6 Hard Spun  --   3  --   2   --   --       43   13   212,000    759,338

(2004) by Danzig  Crops: 9  Stands: Darley KY  Fee: $40,000 Spinoff

7 Curlin   3   4   1   1   --   --       42   12   100,800    751,196

(2004) by Smart Strike  Crops: 8  Stands: Hill 'n' Dale Farms KY  Fee: $175,000 Lady Apple

8 Super Saver   1   3   1   2   --   --       37    9   301,000    649,684

(2007) by Maria's Mon  Crops: 6  Stands: WinStar Farm KY  Fee: $30,000 Super Steed

9 Scat Daddy   1   2   1   2   --   --       14    3   380,000    637,059

(2004) by Johannesburg  Crops: 8  Stands: Ashford Stud USA (Dead/Ret/Exp) Divine Image

10 Violence   2   4   1   2   --   --       41   11   110,000    605,458

(2010) by Medaglia d'Oro  Crops: 3  Stands: Hill 'n' Dale Farms KY  Fee: $40,000 Walking Thunder

11 First Samurai   1   2   1   1   --   --       21    5   471,267    597,433

(2003) by Giant's Causeway  Crops: 10  Stands: Claiborne Farm KY  Fee: $15,000 Cutting Humor

12 Paynter   1   1  --  --   --   --       50   16    94,000    585,174

(2009) by Awesome Again  Crops: 3  Stands: WinStar Farm KY  Fee: $12,500 Needs Supervision

13 Empire Maker   1   1  --  --   --   --       29    8    75,800    581,205

(2000) by Unbridled  Crops: 13  Stands: Gainesway Farm KY  Fee: $85,000 Power Gal (JPN)

14 Cairo Prince   2   4  --  --   --   --       44   12    99,725    581,060

(2011) by Pioneerof the Nile  Crops: 2  Stands: Airdrie Stud KY  Fee: $25,000 Oncewewerebrothers

15 Quality Road   1   2   1   1   --   --       25    7   240,000    562,552

(2006) by Elusive Quality  Crops: 6  Stands: Lane's End Farm KY  Fee: $150,000 Bellafina

http://WWW.THETDN.COM/TDN-SIRE-STATS/


 

Saturday, March 30, 2019   

Marconi | Leslie Martin

IN ORDER OF PURSE:

SKIP AWAY S., $100,000, Gulfstream, 3-29, 4yo/up, 1 3/16m,

1:56.30, ft.

1--MARCONI, 118, c, 4, Tapit--Ponche de Leona (SW,

   $260,870), by Ponche. ($2,000,000 Ylg '16 KEESEP). 1ST BLACK

   TYPE WIN. O-Bridlewood Farm, Mrs. John Magnier, Derrick

   Smith, and Michael B. Tabor; B-Brushwood Stable (KY); T-Todd

   A. Pletcher; J-Luis Saez. $60,760. Lifetime Record: 7-2-1-1,

   $149,702. *Full to Southern Girl, SW, $120,905; 1/2 to Mucho

   Macho Man (Macho Uno), MGISW, $5,625,410. 

2--Sir Anthony, 124, r, 4, Mineshaft--Mourette, by Smart Strike.

   O/B-Richard Otto Stables, Inc. (IL); T-Anthony Mitchell.

    $19,600.

3--Realm, 120, g, 6, Haynesfield--Shawnee Country, by Chief's

   Crown. ($36,000 Ylg '14 FTKJUL; $75,000 Ylg '14 EASSEP).

   O-Eric Dattner, Barclay Tagg & Harry Astarita; B-Morgan's

   Ford Farm (VA); T-Barclay Tagg. $9,800.

Margins: HF, NK, 3HF. Odds: 4.50, 9.00, 19.50.

Also Ran: The Scotsman, Rocketry, Zulu, Biblical.

   This former $2-million KEESEP yearling purchase Marconi has

always carried high hopes and seemed headed in the right

direction when breaking his maiden in his second start going 1

1/8 miles in December of his 2-year-old year, garnering >TDN

Rising Star= status. Embarking on the Derby trail last year, he

notched a third in the GIII Withers S., but it led to off-the-board

finishes in the GII Fountain of Youth and the GII Blue Grass S. It

was 10 months before he reemerged, finishing fourth going a

mile over this track in a Feb. 6 allowance. 

   With the cobwebs duly shaken off and the added distance

here, Marconi settled resentfully just off the leaders, fighting his

rider a bit early but eventually settling into a loose, easy stride. 

Marconi stayed outside and was roused vigorously coming off

the turn. He had to work to get his momentum going, but he did

late and showed grit to dig in and pass the top pair. 

    AHe=s been training well. We were optimistic coming in,@

winning trainer Todd Pletcher said. AWe always felt like the

longer the better for him. He had a little time to mature. He=s a

big horse and we always felt like he=d get better with a little

time. We were hoping he would show up and deliver the type of

performance he=s been showing in the morning. It was nice to

see.@

   Only minimal blacktype appears in Marconi=s family until his

own dam, a Santa Anita stakes winner, began throwing

blacktype foals with ease. In addition to Marconi and her

Breeders= Cup -winning son Mucho Macho Man, she has two

more stakes horses. She sold in foal to Distorted Humor at the

2014 Keeneland January sale for $775,000 as a 15-year-old

mare. Her last foal is the 2-year-old American Citizen (American

Pharoah), who sold for $80,000 at last year=s Keeneland

September sale. She died in 2018. Click for the Equibase.com

chart or VIDEO, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

Saturday, Gulfstream Park, post time: 1:30 p.m. ET
CUTLER BAY S., $125,000, 3yo, 1mT
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER   ML
1 Seismic Wave Tapit I. Ortiz Jr. Mott  7-2
2 Forever Mo Uncle Mo Franco Sano  3-1
3 Marquee Prince Cairo Prince Castellano Cox  2-1
4 Art G Is Back Exchange Rate Gaffalione Spatz  9-2
5 Stirling Drive Verrazano Lynch Wolfson 15-1
6 Insider Trading Exchange Rate Hernandez DePaulo 12-1
7 Candy Crushem Twirling Candy Saez Abreu 10-1

                                 
                                                               

                                                               
LANTERN HILL FARM  Raised for Richard Otto

Kip Elser’s KIRKWOOD STABLES
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http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/race-replays/0/201903291704GPM8/
http://www.eatonsales.com
http://bridlewoodfarm.com/images/bridlewoodfarm.com/default.aspx?contentName=Home%20Page&news=1
http://www.equixbio.com/
http://WWW.LANTERNHILLFARM.COM
http://kirkwoodstables.com/
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Bano Solo | Coady

Saturday, Gulfstream Park, post time: 2:00 p.m. ET
SANIBEL ISLAND S., $125,000, 3yo, f, 1mT
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER   ML
1 La Australiana Australia (GB) Hernandez Avila 20-1
2 Vow to Recover Broken Vow Landeros Dobles 12-1
3 A Bit Special (GB) Mukhadram (GB) Leparoux Biancone  9-5
4 Belle Laura Mucho Macho Man Velazquez Casse  3-1
5 Trenchtown Cat Discreet Cat Ortiz Jr. Crichton  6-1 
6 Positive Skew City Zip Castellano Brown  7-2
7 Scat Mommy Scat Daddy Gaffalione Garcia 15-1
8 Seranitsa Dialed In Franco Yanakov 12-1

Saturday, Oaklawn Park, post time: 6:36 p.m. ET
PURPLE MARTIN S., $150,000, 3yo, f, 6f
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER  ML
1 Carrizo Paynter Santana Jr.  Asmussen  6-1
2 Istan Council Istan Thompson Jones  8-1
3 Lady T N T Justin Phillip Lanerie Sharp  5-1
4 Bye Bye J Uncaptured Vazquez Moquett  2-1
5 Splashy Kisses Blame Cohen O’Neill 10-1 
6 Q Go Girl Quality Road Bridgmohan Holthus 12-1
7 Tomlin Distorted Humor Eramia Von Hemel 15-1
8 Break Even Country Day Hernandez Cox  3-1
9 Taylor’s Spirit Algorithms Roman Gelner 15-1

IN ORDER OF PURSE:

6th-Oaklawn, $91,000, Alw (NW1X)/Opt. Clm ($62,500), 3-29,

3yo, 6f, 1:10.12, ft.

BANO SOLO (c, 3, Goldencents--Royale Paradise, by

Unbridled's Song) was disappointing in a pair of attempts since

his >TDN Rising Star=-worthy debut last June at Churchill Downs.

The GIII Sanford S. at Saratoga July 21 saw him weaken to fourth

before being put on the shelf. Reemerging Feb. 24 over this

course and distance, he set the early pace before giving way to

finish sixth. Off at just over 5-2 here to recapture his winning

ways, he sped out of the gate and joined three others in

scrambling for the lead. Never more than a length back, he

tackled the leader coming off the turn and set sail for home with

former stablemate One Man Party (Shackleford) stiffly

challenging him on the outside. With his flashy blaze inching

away late, Bano Solo prevailed by a hard-fought half-length. The

winner=s unraced dam is a daughter of 2009 GII Barbara Fritchie

H. victress Royale Michele (Elusive Quality), who sold the next

year at Keeneland November for $700,000 while carrying Royale

Paradise. In addition to Bano Solo, the latter has a 2-year-old

colt by Carpe Diem, who sold for $150,000 at Fasig-Tipton

Kentucky=s July sale last year. She has a 2019 filly by Violence at

her side. Sales History: $115,000 Ylg '17 KEESEP; $400,000 2yo

'18 OBSMAR. Lifetime Record: 4-2-0-0, $94,760. Click for the

Equibase.com chart or VIDEO, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton. 

O-Winchell Thoroughbreds LLC and Willis Horton Racing LLC;

B-Pollock Farms (KY); T-Steven M. Asmussen.

6th-Santa Anita, $61,122, Alw (NW1$X)/Opt. Clm ($40,000),

3-29, 3yo/up, 1m, 1:39.21, ft.

ROUTE SIX SIX (r, 4, Quality Road--Polyester, by Tiz Wonderful)

was the least experienced runner in this field and the only one

fresh off a maiden win. The bay had put in some good efforts, all

at Santa Anita, but that first win had remained elusive until he

spent nine months on the shelf and reappeared Dec. 31 in his

first try over this distance. He dueled that day, scoring that first

victory by a hard-fought and game head. On the sidelines again

for the last three months, Route Six Six showed no evidence of

rust and was sent straight to the front. Pestered from the start

by Shane Zain (Medaglia d=Oro), he shook off that rival in the

stretch and powered clear over a hard-trying California Journey

(Good Journey) to hold a three-quarter length advantage. He

paid $9.20 for the win. The first foal for his dam, Route Six Six

has a juvenile half-sister by Discreet Cat and a yearling full-sister.

The mare was bred back to Practical Joke. Sales History:

$200,000 Ylg '16 KEESEP; $340,000 2yo '17 OBSMAR. Lifetime

Record: 6-2-1-1, $85,170. Click for the Equibase.com chart or

VIDEO, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

O-Jay Em Ess Stable; B-Sagamore Farm (MD); T-Brian J. Koriner. 

                                                               
                                                               

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
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http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/tdn-rising-stars/?hid=580064
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http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/race-replays/0/201903291655OPM6/
Http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/progeny-pps/?sire=Quality%20Road&log=#tot
http://www.equibase.com/premium/eqbPDFChartPlus.cfm?RACE=6&BorP=P&TID=SA&CTRY=USA&DT=03/29/2019&DAY=D&STYLE=EQB
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/race-replays/0/201903291828SAD6/
http://www.taylormadeadvantage.com/
http://www.thorostride.com/
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Alkhaatam | Coady

IN ORDER OF PURSE:

4th-Oaklawn, $90,000, Msw, 3-29, 3yo/up, 6f, 1:09.65, ft.

ALKHAATAM (c, 4, Tapit--Firdaws {G1SP-Eng}, by Mr. Greeley),

a well-beaten fourth at odds of 2-1 as a maiden in Catholic Boy

(More Than Ready)=s GII Remsen S., was last seen finishing third

going seven furlongs at Saratoga in August. Making his first

attempt for Dan Peitz off the long layoff here, the 5-2 shot

forced the early issue from the inside as three of them lined up.

In hand at the top of the stretch, the handsome gray took off

from there under minimal urging to win by a good-looking 7 1/4

lengths. Favored Zip Your Lip (City Zip) was second. Firdaws had

a colt by War Front in 2018 and was bred back to leading sire

Tapit. The winner=s second dam is G1 Epsom Oaks heroine

Eswarah (GB). Lifetime Record: 4-1-0-2, $84,200. Click for the

Equibase.com chart or VIDEO, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

O-Shadwell Stable; B-Shadwell Farm, LLC (KY); T-Daniel C. Peitz. 

1st-Aqueduct, $65,960, Msw, 3-29, 3yo/up, f/m, 1m, 1:38.63,

ft.

SOUTH OF THE SHORE (f, 4, Union Rags--South Shore, by Arch)

completed the exacta behind three subsequent stakes winners

in her first three career starts, but hadn=t been seen since

finishing a distant second behind GII Gulfstream Park Oaks

heroine Coach Rocks (Oxbow) in a two-turn maiden special

weight at Gulfstream back on Feb. 14, 2018. Off as the 8-5

second-choice to fire fresh off the bench here, she saved ground

while chasing on the inside from third. The dark bay tipped out

three deep off the turn for home and leveled off nicely down

the stretch to graduate by two lengths over favored Mo Moxie

(Uncle Mo). South Shore is also represented by a 3-year-old colt

named Shore Magic (Medaglia d=Oro) and a 2-year-old filly by

Summer Front. She had a colt by Union Rags this year. Lifetime

Record: 4-1-3-0, $67,890. Click for the Equibase.com chart or

VIDEO, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

O/B-Waterford Stable (KY); T-Chad C. Brown. 

5th-Santa Anita, $56,404, Msw, 3-29, 3yo/up, 6f, 1:11.53, ft.

OGGONIS (c, 3, Animal Kingdom--Art Teacher, by Master

Command) was working steadily since December for this debut

and went to the gate with blinkers, a 5-1 price, and a five-pound

allowance for his apprentice rider, Assael Espinoza. He broke

well and was kept in the early flight of horses throughout the

strung-out field. A loose-on-the-lead frontrunner was the target

and Oggonis stayed on his wrong lead until late stretch, when he

finally succeeded in reeling in the leader and flew by late under

wraps to score by 1 3/4 lengths. Beleth (Medaglia d=Oro) closed

belatedly for second. Hot firster Rafal (Alpha), off as the 2-5

favorite from the Bob Baffert barn, tired to third after setting a

swift early pace. The winner=s dam Art Teacher, a half-sister to

Grade II winner Indian Firewater (Indian Charlie), has juvenile

filly Art Aficionado (Will Take Charge), who sold for $140,000 at

Keeneland September last year. Oggonis was the most

expensive of 43 yearlings by Animal Kingdom sold when bringing

$750,000 at FTSAUG from Larry Best=s OXO Equine in 2017. The

mare has a yearling colt by Carpe Diem and was last bred to

American Pharoah. Sales History: $110,000 Wlg '16 KEENOV;

$750,000 Ylg '17 FTSAUG. Lifetime Record: 1-1-0-0, $33,000.

Click for the Equibase.com chart or VIDEO, sponsored by Fasig-

Tipton. 

O-OXO Equine LLC; B-T. F. VanMeter (KY); T-Jerry Hollendorfer.

"   "   "

Follow the TDN staff on Twitter
Thoroughbred Daily News

@kelseynrileyTDN @BDiDonatoTDN @SteveSherackTDN

@JessMartiniTDN @CDeBernardisTDN @BMassamTDN
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@MKane49 @thorntontd @garykingTDN

@SarahKAndrew @theTDN @JBiancaTDN
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FIRST-CROP STARTERS TO WATCH: SATURDAY, MARCH 30

Australia (GB) (Galileo {Ire}), Coolmore Stud, $50,000

232 foals of racing age/21 winners/1 black-type winner

6-Gulfstream, $125K Sanibel Island S., 1mT, LA AUSTRALIANA,

20-1

$175,000 KEE SEP yrl

 

Cairo Prince (Pioneerof the Nile), Airdrie Stud, $10,000

228 foals of racing age/29 winners/4 black-type winners

10-Santa Anita, Msw 6 1/2f, CAIRO KISS, 15-1

$65,000 KEE NOV wnl; $135,000 KEE SEP yrl; $130,000 OBS APR

2yo

7-Sam Houston Race, Aoc 1mT, DAUNTLESS PRINCE, 9-2

5-Gulfstream, $125K Cutler Bay S., 1mT, MARQUEE PRINCE, 2-1

$215,000 FTK OCT yrl

7-Oaklawn, Msw 1 1/16m, NAPOLEON'S EMPIRE, 5-1

$200,000 KEE SEP yrl

10-Santa Anita, Msw 6 1/2f, POSIT, 4-1

$190,000 FTK OCT yrl; $200,000 OBS APR 2yo

 

Central Banker (Speightstown), McMahon of Saratoga

Thoroughbreds, $7,500

135 foals of racing age/16 winners/2 black-type winners

7-Gulfstream, Msw 1 1/16mT, NIKO'S DREAM, 9-2

$32,000 RNA OBS OCT yrl

 

Clubhouse Ride (Candy Ride {Arg}), Harris Farms, $2,500

64 foals of racing age/1 winner/0 black-type winners

7-Golden Gate Fields, Msw 6f, TAMARAANDTHEBOYS, 8-5

$15,000 NCA AUG yrl

 

Fed Biz (Giant's Causeway), WinStar Farm, $12,500

187 foals of racing age/22 winners/1 black-type winner

4-Santa Anita, Msw 6f, HONEYFROMTHESOUTH, 5-2

$150,000 KEE SEP yrl

 

Flashback (Tapit), Diamond B Farm, $7,500

175 foals of racing age/18 winners/0 black-type winners

3-Gulfstream, Msw 1m, FLASHGUN, 8-1

$45,000 KEE NOV wnl; $82,000 RNA OBS OCT yrl; $125,000 OBS

MAR 2yo

 

Lakerville (Unusual Heat), Harris Farms, private 

44 foals of racing age/3 winners/1 black-type winner

7-Golden Gate Fields, Msw 6f, SURE MAGIC, 12-1

 

Laugh Track (Distorted Humor), Double Ll Farm

68 foals of racing age/7 winners/0 black-type winners

6-Sunland, Msw 4 1/2f, CAROLS BOUTIQUE, 6-1

$2,200 RUI AUG yrl

6-Sunland, Msw 4 1/2f, DIRECTED LADY, 5-2

$35,000 RUI AUG yrl

6-Sunland, Msw 4 1/2f, GIGGLE GUY, 8-1

$1,500 RUI AUG yrl

 

Magician (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}), Haras de Corlay, $12,500

127 foals of racing age/10 winners/0 black-type winners

8-Tampa Bay Downs, Msw 1 1/16mT, DRY LAKE, 12-1

4-Santa Anita, Msw 6f, MISS MY ROSE, 12-1

 

Mucho Macho Man (Macho Uno), Adena Springs, $15,000

122 foals of racing age/14 winners/2 black-type winners

6-Gulfstream, $125K Sanibel Island S., 1mT, BELLE LAURA, 3-1

$32,000 FTK OCT yrl

10-Oaklawn, Msw 6f, MUCHO MAS, 9-2

$55,000 EAS MAY 2yo

 

Mukhadram (GB) (Shamardal), Nunnery Stud, $7,000

183 foals of racing age/14 winners/1 black-type winner

6-Gulfstream, $125K Sanibel Island S., 1mT, A BIT SPECIAL (GB),

9-5

15,000gns TAT FOA wnl; $70,000 RNA FTF MAR 2yo

 

Noble Mission (GB) (Galileo {Ire}), Lane's End Farm, $25,000

151 foals of racing age/17 winners/1 black-type winner

9-Hawthorne, Msw 1m, AIR BALLOON, 8-1

$65,000 KEE NOV wnl; $80,000 KEE SEP yrl

14-Gulfstream, $1000K GI Xpressbet Florida Derby, 1 1/8m,

CODE OF HONOR, 3-1

$70,000 RNA KEE SEP yrl

10-Santa Anita, Msw 6 1/2f, LA SHIRIMP, 3-1

$150,000 RNA KEE SEP yrl; 38,000gns RNA TAT BRE 2yo

 

Shakin It Up (Midnight Lute), Spendthrift Farm, $10,000

117 foals of racing age/13 winners/1 black-type winner

8-Sunland, Alw 6f, GETTY, 9-2

$32,000 OBS APR 2yo

 

Strong Mandate (Tiznow), Three Chimneys Farm, $10,000

138 foals of racing age/19 winners/0 black-type winners

6-Mahoning Valley, Alw 5 1/2f, ATTACK ANGLE, 12-1

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com


https://secure3.hilton.com/en_US/ht/reservation/book.htm?inputModule=HOTEL&ctyhocn=SDFLMHT&spec_plan=CHTTDN&arrival=20190502&departure=20190505&cid=OM,WW,HILTONLINK,EN,DirectLink&fromId=HILTONLINKDIRECT [nam02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com]
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© Copyright Thoroughbred Daily News.

This newspaper may not be reproduced in any form or by

any means, electronic or mechanical, without prior written

permission of the copyright owner, MediaVista. Information

as to the American races, race results and earnings was

obtained from results charts published by The Jockey Club

Information Services and utilized here with their permission.

$12,000 RNA KEE NOV wnl; $80,000 FTK JUL yrl

7-Oaklawn, Msw 1 1/16m, JUSTICE OF WAR, 9-2

$60,000 FTK OCT yrl; $550,000 OBS APR 2yo

 

Uncaptured (Lion Heart), Ocala Stud Farm, $6,000

141 foals of racing age/12 winners/4 black-type winners

9-Oaklawn, $150K Purple Martin S., 6f, BYE BYE J, 2-1

$21,000 OBS WIN yrl

 

Verrazano (More Than Ready), Ashford Stud, $22,500

268 foals of racing age/27 winners/2 black-type winners

10-Oaklawn, Msw 6f, FLUME, 8-1

$310,000 KEE SEP yrl

8-Sunland, Alw 6f, MYHOTRODLINCOLN, 3-1

$65,000 KEE SEP yrl

5-Gulfstream, $125K Cutler Bay S., 1mT, STIRLING DRIVE, 15-1

$75,000 OBS APR 2yo

 

Will Take Charge (Unbridled's Song), Three Chimneys Farm,

$30,000

207 foals of racing age/18 winners/1 black-type winner

7-Oaklawn, Msw 1 1/16m, ALL ABOUT WILL, 8-1

$975,000 KEE SEP yrl

 

"   "   "

IN SINGAPORE:

Rapid Fire, g, 3, Cross Traffic--Starlight Magic (MSW, $334,900),

   by Marino Marini. Kranji, 3-29, Open Maiden, 1200m (AWT),

   1:12.07. B-Spendthrift Farm LLC (KY). *$17,000 Ylg >17

   FTKOCT; $40,000 RNA 2yo >18 OBSAPR; $45,000 RNA 2yo >18

   OBSJUN. VIDEO

ALLOWANCE RESULTS:
8th-Oaklawn, $91,000, 3-29, (NW2L), 3yo/up, 1m, 1:37.06, ft.

COMMANDEERING (h, 5, Bodemeister--Juliette Ava, by

Medaglia d'Oro) Lifetime Record: 17-2-6-2, $194,627. O-Bella

Mia Stables; B-Vallera Bloodstock (KY); T-Brian Williamson.

*$340,000 Ylg '15 KEESEP; $140,000 3yo '17 KEENOV.

9th-Oaklawn, $91,000, (S), 3-28, (NW1X), 3yo/up, 1 1/16m,

1:45.42, ft.

PROMISING SHOES (g, 5, Prom Shoes--Humble Brenda, by

Harperstown) Lifetime Record: 27-7-5-3, $170,570. O-Danny R.

Caldwell; B-Carl E. Raabe (AR); T-Federico Villafranco. 

2nd-Aqueduct, $71,238, (S), (NW2$X)/Opt. Clm ($40,000), 3-29,

4yo/up, f/m, 6f, 1:12.69, ft.

LEAH'S DREAM (m, 5, Astrology--Officer Leah, by Officer)

Lifetime Record: 25-9-3-4, $282,011. O-My Purple Haze Stables;

B-Galen Ho'o (NY); T-Chris J. Englehart. 

Think INDIAN CREEK 

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://www.justicerealestate.com/
https://www.irt.com/
https://www.irt.com/
Http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/progeny-pps/?sire=Cross%20Traffic&log=#tot
http://www.turfclub.com.sg/MediaCenter/VideoGallery/Pages/RaceVideos.aspx?url=http://videos.turfclub.com.sg/2019/20190329SR04.mp4&MeetingDate=2019-03-29T00:00:00Z&Year=2019&RaceNumber=4&title=20190329SR04&RaceType=RaceVideos&index=0
Http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/stallion-details?sire=Bodemeister&hid=477808
http://www.indiancreekky.com
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5th-Golden Gate Fields, $39,040, (NW1$X)/Opt. Clm ($40,000),

3-28, 3yo, f, 1 1/16m (AWT), 1:46.19, ft.

BLUE DIVA (f, 3, Bluegrass Cat--Farmers Wife, by Quiet

American) Lifetime Record: 8-3-1-2, $58,965. O-BKB Stables LLC

& Steve Sherman; B-BKB Stables LLC (CA); T-Steve M. Sherman.

6th-Golden Gate Fields, $34,576, (NW1$X)/Opt. Clm ($40,000),

3-29, 3yo, 1m (AWT), 1:38.60, ft.

VISITANT (c, 3, Ghostzapper--Peppermint Lounge {SP}, by

Distorted Humor) Lifetime Record: 2-2-0-0, $36,600. 

O/B-Williamson Racing LLC (KY); T-William E. Morey. 

7th-Golden Gate Fields, $33,346, 3-29, (NW1$X), 3yo/up, f/m,

1m (AWT), 1:38.04, ft.

RENNY'S LADY (IRE) (f, 4, Excelebration {Ire}--Moriches {Ire}, by

Alhaarth {Ire}) Lifetime Record: 13-3-1-2, $40,972. O-Ronald

Charles & Samuel Gordon; B-Elaine Banahan (IRE); T-Manuel

Badilla. *i58,000 Wlg '15 GOFNOV; 6,000gns 3yo '18 TATAHI. 

3rd-Penn National, $31,976, 3-28, (NW1X), 3yo, 6f, 1:09.67, ft.

OUR PHILLY SPECIAL (c, 3, Smarty Jones--Sweet Ginger Brown,

by Smoke Glacken) Lifetime Record: 7-2-2-2, $61,099.

O/B-David Charlton (PA); T-T. Bernard Houghton. 

 

7th-Charles Town, $29,000, (S), 3-28, (NW16MX), 3yo/up, 7f,

1:25.24, ft.

NORTH ATLANTIC (g, 6, Ghostzapper--Capricha, by Pleasant

Colony) Lifetime Record: SW, 33-14-9-6, $440,650.

O/B-Coleswood Farm, Inc. (WV); T-Jeff C. Runco. *Full to

Navigate, SP, $178,049.

5th-Penn National, $28,900, (NW2X)/Opt. Clm ($25,000), 3-28,

4yo/up, 1 1/16m, 1:43.93, ft.

SANAVI (g, 5, Lemon Drop Kid--Selvatica {MSW & GSP,

$356,999}, by Forestry) Lifetime Record: 23-7-4-4, $193,170.

O-Samuel F. Bayard; B-Liberty Road Stables (KY); T-Michael V.

Pino. *$350,000 Ylg '15 KEESEP. 

6th-Penn National, $28,000, 3-28, (NW1X), 4yo/up, 5 1/2f,

1:03.47, ft.

FIELD ADVANTAGE (g, 4, Field Commission--Vivaciously, by

Tactical Advantage) Lifetime Record: 17-5-2-4, $81,850. 

O-Raymond L. Davis; B-Tim Ahearn (FL); T-Anthony Farrior. 

3rd-Mahoning Valley, $25,000, 3-29, (NW4L), 3yo/up, 

5 1/2f, 1:06.16, gd.

JAMAICAN DON (g, 4, Freedom Child--D D Renegade, by

Medallist) Lifetime Record: SP, 9-4-2-0, $99,180. O/T-Jason

DaCosta; B-Candyland Farm (MD). *$15,000 Ylg '16 EASOCT. 

4th-Charles Town, $24,000, (S), 3-28, (NW2L), 3yo/up, 

6 1/2f, 1:19.46, ft.

V. I. P. TICKET (c, 3, Windsor Castle--Touring Hong Kong {SP,

$156,686}, by Cherokee's Boy) Lifetime Record: 10-2-1-3,

$76,740. O-Designated Hitters Racing, LLC; B-Alexandro Rubim

Dias (MD); T-Jeremiah O'Dwyer. 

6th-Charles Town, $24,000, (S), 3-28, (NW2L), 3yo/up, 6 1/2f,

1:20.15, ft.

FIBER AND EMILY (g, 4, Fiber Sonde--Crafty Emily, by Crafty

Friend) Lifetime Record: 5-2-1-1, $35,154.  O/B/T-William Earl

Atkins (WV). 

1st-Charles Town, $24,000, (S), 3-29, (NW1X), 3yo/up, 1 1/16m,

1:47.57, ft.

WHO'S MY BOSS (g, 5, Fiber Sonde--Brathwaite's Gap, by Arch)

Lifetime Record: 26-6-4-7, $105,011. O/T-Manolo Mangual;

B-John McKee (WV).

2nd-Mahoning Valley, $23,500, 3-29, (NW2L), 3yo/up, 5 1/2f,

1:06.10, gd.

MOONOVERSEBA (c, 4, Malibu Moon--Doremifasollatido

{GSW, $264,025}, by Bernstein) Lifetime Record: 5-2-0-2,

$25,725. O/T-Carlos Inirio; B-Spendthrift Farm LLC (KY).

*$100,000 RNA Ylg '16 KEESEP. 

9th-Tampa Bay Downs, $22,000, 3-29, (NW1X), 3yo/up, 5fT,

:55.72, fm.

FACTION CAT (g, 6, Wildcat Heir--Zooming By {MSP, $179,130},

by Cimarron Secret) Lifetime Record: 24-4-11-2, $149,084. 

O-Randall R. Russell; B-Ann Ferrentino (FL); T-Gerald S. Bennett. 

ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNERS:

Cloud Charmer, f, 3, Flatter--Kickin' the Clouds (SP), by Dixieland

   Band. Tampa Bay Downs, 3-29, 1m 40y, 1:41.41. B-Patricia

   Pavlish (KY). *1/2 to Tapa Tapa Tapa (Tapit), MSW & GSP,

   $198,229; Cloudy Vow (Broken Vow), GSP, $128,528. 

Alleva, c, 3, Goldencents--Bellezza Rosso, by Tapit. Golden Gate

   Fields, 3-28, 6f (AWT), 1:11.18. B-W C Racing (KY). *$47,000

   RNA 2yo '18 OBSAPR. **1/2 to Travieza (Into Mischief), SW,

   $174,001.

Trained at Crupi’s New Castle Farm

Bred, Raised & Sold by  CandyLand

Raised & Sold by Mulholland Springs

Graduate of Donna Freyer’s Custom Care Equine LLC

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
Http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/stallion-details?sire=Ghostzapper&hid=10633
Http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/progeny-pps/?sire=Excelebration%20(Ire)&log=#tot
Http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/stallion-details?sire=Ghostzapper&hid=10633
Http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/stallion-details?sire=Lemon+Drop+Kid&hid=15602
Http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/progeny-pps/?sire=Malibu%20Moon&log=#tot
Http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/progeny-pps/?sire=Flatter&log=#tot
Http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/progeny-pps/?sire=Goldencents&log=#tot
http://www.newcastlefarm.com/
http://www.mulhollandsprings.com/
http://customcareequine.com/
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>TDN Rising Star= Bano Solo (Goldencents) 

gets back on track at Oaklawn | Coady

She Figures, f, 3, Overanalyze--Silver Star, by Silver Deputy.

   Charles Town, 3-28, (S), 6 1/2f, 1:20.38. B-Schiano Racing Inc.

   (WV). *1ST-TIME STARTER. 

Traveling, c, 3, Tale of the Cat--My Anguilla, by Cherokee Run.

   Gulfstream, 3-29, (C), 1mT, 1:36.38. B-Debra Ann Shehadi (KY).

   *$135,000 Ylg '17 FTKJUL; $200,000 2yo '18 EASMAY. 

Albireo, c, 3, Verrazano--Special Brush (GSP, $145,605), by

   Broad Brush. Turfway, 3-28, 1m (AWT), 1:40.11. B-Clarkland

   Farm (KY). *$7,000 RNA Wlg '16 KEENOV; $45,000 Ylg '17

   KEESEP. **1/2 to Magic Broomstick (More Than Ready), GSW,

   $484,807.

A Little Flattered, f, 4, Mad Flatter--I'm a Little Busy (SP), by

   Polish Numbers. Penn National, 3-29, (S), 6f, 1:11.13. B-Dennis

   W Behrmann (PA). *1/2 to She=s Got Thefever (Gold Fever),

   SP, $222,622.

Last Love, f, 4, Not For Love--Again, by Unbridled's Song. Laurel,

   3-29, 7f, 1:24.55. B-Lana Wright & Two Legends Farm (MD). 

East Moon Lake, g, 4, Primary Suspect--Kombat Lake, by

   Meadowlake. Oaklawn, 3-29, (S), 1 1/16m, 1:46.73.

   B-McDowell Farm (AR). *1/2 to Ode to Sami (Lion Heart), SP,

   $276,060; Catholic Cowboy (Heatseeker {Ire}), MSP, $488,171.

Smile Awhile, f, 4, Street Cry (Ire)--Sweet Way, by Giant's

   Causeway. Turfway, 3-28, 1 1/16m (AWT), 1:46.98. B-Pam &

   Martin Wygod (KY). *$160,000 4yo '19 KEEJAN. **Full to

   Sweet Bliss, GSP; 1/2 to Saint Vigeur (Smart Strike), MGSP,

   $203,890. 

ANIMAL KINGDOM, Oggonis, c, 3, o/o Art Teacher, by Master

Command. MSW, 3-29, Santa Anita

ASTROLOGY, Leah's Dream, m, 5, o/o Officer Leah, by Officer.

AOC, 3-29, Aqueduct

BODEMEISTER, Commandeering, h, 5, o/o Juliette Ava, by

Medaglia d'Oro. ALW, 3-29, Oaklawn

EXCELEBRATION (IRE), Renny's Lady (Ire), f, 4, o/o Moriches

(Ire), by Alhaarth (Ire). ALW, 3-29, Golden Gate

FIBER SONDE, Fiber and Emily, g, 4, o/o Crafty Emily, by Crafty

Friend. ALW, 3-28, Charles Town

FIBER SONDE, Who's My Boss, g, 5, o/o Brathwaite's Gap, by

Arch. ALW, 3-29, Charles Town

FIELD COMMISSION, Field Advantage, g, 4, o/o Vivaciously, by

Tactical Advantage. ALW, 3-28, Penn National

FLATTER, Cloud Charmer, f, 3, o/o Kickin' the Clouds, by

Dixieland Band. MSW, 3-29, Tampa Bay

FREEDOM CHILD, Jamaican Don, g, 4, o/o D D Renegade, by

Medallist. ALW, 3-29, Mahoning Valley

GHOSTZAPPER, North Atlantic, g, 6, o/o Capricha, by Pleasant

Colony. ALW, 3-28, Charles Town

GHOSTZAPPER, Visitant, c, 3, o/o Peppermint Lounge, by

Distorted Humor. AOC, 3-29, Golden Gate

GOLDENCENTS, Alleva, c, 3, o/o Bellezza Rosso, by Tapit. MSW,

3-28, Golden Gate

GOLDENCENTS, Bano Solo, c, 3, o/o Royale Paradise, by

Unbridled's Song. AOC, 3-29, Oaklawn

LEMON DROP KID, Sanavi, g, 5, o/o Selvatica, by Forestry. AOC,

3-28, Penn National

LOOKIN AT LUCKY, Dr. Edgar, g, 6, o/o Sennockian Storm, by

Storm Cat. GIII Appleton S., 3-29, Gulfstream

MAD FLATTER, A Little Flattered, f, 4, o/o I'm a Little Busy, by

Polish Numbers. MSW, 3-29, Penn National

MALIBU MOON, Moonoverseba, c, 4, o/o Doremifasollatido, by

Bernstein. ALW, 3-29, Mahoning Valley

MASTERCRAFTSMAN (IRE), Santa Monica (GB), m, 6, o/o

Zacchera (GB), by Zamindar. GIII Orchid S., 3-29, Gulfstream

NOT FOR LOVE, Last Love, f, 4, o/o Again, by Unbridled's Song.

MSW, 3-29, Laurel

OVERANALYZE, She Figures, f, 3, o/o Silver Star, by Silver

Deputy. MSW, 3-28, Charles Town

PRIMARY SUSPECT, East Moon Lake, g, 4, o/o Kombat Lake, by

Meadowlake. MSW, 3-29, Oaklawn

PROM SHOES, Promising Shoes, g, 5, o/o Humble Brenda, by

Harperstown. ALW, 3-28, Oaklawn

Bred, Raised & Sold by Clarkland Farm

                                                                  

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
Http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/stallion-details?sire=Overanalyze&hid=20351
Http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/progeny-pps/?sire=Tale%20of%20the%20Cat&log=#tot
Http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/progeny-pps/?sire=Verrazano
http://www.clarklandfarm.info/
https://marylandthoroughbred.com/cms/index.php
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Tapit=s Alkhaatam was an impressive 

maiden winner Friday afternoon | Coady

QUALITY ROAD, Route Six Six, r, 4, o/o Polyester, by Tiz

Wonderful. AOC, 3-29, Santa Anita

SMARTY JONES, Our Philly Special, c, 3, o/o Sweet Ginger

Brown, by Smoke Glacken. ALW, 3-28, Penn National

STREET CRY (IRE), Smile Awhile, f, 4, o/o Sweet Way, by Giant's

Causeway. MSW, 3-28, Turfway

TALE OF THE CAT, Traveling, c, 3, o/o My Anguilla, by Cherokee

Run. MCL, 3-29, Gulfstream

TAPIT, Alkhaatam, c, 4, o/o Firdaws, by Mr. Greeley. MSW, 3-29,

Oaklawn

TAPIT, Marconi, c, 4, o/o Ponche de Leona, by Ponche. Skip

Away S., 3-29, Gulfstream

UNCLE MO, Epical, g, 4, o/o Klondike Hills, by Deputy Minister.

GII San Luis Rey S., 3-29, Santa Anita

UNION RAGS, South of the Shore, f, 4, o/o South Shore, by Arch.

MSW, 3-29, Aqueduct

VERRAZANO, Albireo, c, 3, o/o Special Brush, by Broad Brush.

MSW, 3-28, Turfway

WILDCAT HEIR, Faction Cat, g, 6, o/o Zooming By, by Cimarron

Secret. ALW, 3-29, Tampa Bay

WINDSOR CASTLE, V. I. P. Ticket, c, 3, o/o Touring Hong Kong,

by Cherokee's Boy. ALW, 3-28, Charles Town

�   �

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://www.newvocations.org/
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IN TDN AMERICA TODAY
MOTT IN SEARCH OF FIRST FLORIDA DERBY
Hall of Fame conditioner Bill Mott sends out ‘TDN Rising Star’ Hidden

Scroll (Hard Spun) in search of a first victory in the GI Xpressbet.com

Florida Derby. Click or tap here to go straight to TDN America.
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Almond Eye kicks off what could be an international campaign

in Saturday=s G1 Dubai Turf | racingfotos.com

Group 3-winning Goresbridge graduate East | Scoop Dyga

ALL EYES ON DUBAI
EXTRAVAGANZA

By Kelsey Riley

   The racing world=s eyes once again turn to Meydan on

Saturday for the 23rd running of the Dubai World Cup. The

world=s richest race, however, is far from the sole attraction on

the card, with the $35-million up for grabs across nine races

ensuring that some of the best horses from all corners of the

globe have flocked to the desert. 

   The night=s most major attraction may just be the Japanese

superstar filly Almond Eye (Jpn) (Lord Kanaloa {Jpn}) in the $6-

million G1 Dubai Turf, but formidable foes from Europe, Hong

Kong and the UAE will do their best to ensure her task is not

easy. Godolphin=s Royal Ascot-winning sprinter Blue Point (Ire)

(Shamardal) looks to have a stranglehold on the G1 Al Quoz

Sprint, while the same stable=s 2018 G1 Melbourne Cup victor

Cross Counter (Ire) (Teofilo {Ire}) makes his eagerly awaited

return in the night=s first Thoroughbred race, the G2 Dubai Gold

Cup. Yet another favourite for Charlie Appleby is the 3-year-old

filly Divine Image, who looks to stamp herself as the next great

Scat Daddy with another win over the colt=s in the G2 UAE

Derby.

   The card builds to a crescendo, with the 13-horse Dubai World

Cup bringing it to a close.

Cont. p2

GORESBRIDGE RELEASES CATALOGUE
   The catalogue is online for the Tattersalls Ireland Goresbridge

Breeze-Up Sale on May 24, with 211 2-year-olds set for Ireland=s

only breeze-up sale. After a decade of sustained growth, the

sale did well last year to consolidate its figures from 2018 and

realize a record high price of i315,000 for a daughter of Frankel

(GB), subsequently named East (GB) and winner of the G3 Prix

Thomas Byron and runner-up to Newspaperofrecord (Ire) (Lope

de Vega {Ire}) in the GI Breeders= Cup Juvenile Fillies Turf.

   For the first time, Tattersalls Ireland throws its weight behind

the progressive sale, and the graduates of 2019 have plenty to

live up to. In addition to East, Goresbridge=s recent standouts on

the racecourse include smart Sha Tin handicap winner Dan

Control (Ire) (Slade Power {Ire}); Hong Kong Derby third Sunny

Speed (GB) (Havana Gold {Ire}) and last November=s Listed Bosra

Sham Fillies= S. winner Angelic Light (Ire) (Dark Angel {Ire}).

   The breeze show will be held on May 23 at 12 p.m. at

Fairyhouse racecourse, with selling starting at 10 a.m. the

following day.

                                                               

http://tattersalls.com/breezeup-sale-overview.php
http://www.tattersalls.ie/sales/tattersalls-ireland-goresbridge-breeze-up-sale/4DCGI/Sale/GBU%2019/Main
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/goresbridge-releases-catalogue/
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Christophe Soumillon pats Thunder Snow after they won last

year’s Dubai World Cup | Racing Post

All Eyes On Dubai Extravaganza cont. from p1

   The race has a cosmopolitan history that is once again

reflected in this year’s lineup, with a strong local contingent

backed up by intriguing contenders from America and the East.

Defending winner Thunder Snow (Ire) (Helmet {Aus}) has

prepared for his tilt at a repeat in similar fashion to last year, by

finishing runner-up in the G1 Al Maktoum Challenge R3.

Whereas the Saeed bin Suroor trainee, who is drawn out in 12,

was making the third start of his campaign on Super Saturday

last year, he was first-up three weeks ago and connections were

taking plenty of positives from his second to the runaway winner

Capezzano (Bernardini). 

   “This has been his target since the Breeders’ Cup in

November,” bin Suroor said. “The plan was always to wait for

Super Saturday, when he pleased us to put him spot on for

Saturday. We have been very pleased with his work and he is in

great form. We would have preferred a lower draw but he was

drawn wide last year.”

   Thunder Snow looks for his third straight win on this card,

having taken the G2 UAE Derby in 2017.

   The aforementioned 5-year-old gelding Capezzano has been

nothing short of a revelation this season and he is to be ignored

at one’s peril. Three-for-three since the turn of the calendar, the

Salem bin Ghadayer charge won Round 3 by 9 ½ lengths and is

simply a different animal than the one that was beaten 22

lengths on this day a year ago in the G2 Godolphin Mile. 

   Another local commanding respect is Satish Seemar’s North

America (GB) (Dubawi {Ire}). The bay blew all chances in this

race last year when missing the start and throwing off his front-

running tactics, but he has done everything right this campaign,

winning Rounds 1 and 2 of the Al Maktoum Challenge on Jan. 10

and Feb. 7. 

   Seemar said his team has worked with the horse this season to

try their best to ensure he breaks cleanly.

   “We’ve learned from our mistakes, and will be leaving a

handler in the stalls and taking his ear plugs off,” Seemar said.

“We’ve educated him with the noise, we’ve taken him for

schooling with the music blasting and it doesn’t bother him.

We’ve got a good draw and normally if he jumps out well it’s

‘catch me if you can’. Overall for his age he’s quite a lightly raced

horse and it’s an open race.”

   While the American contingent lacks a real standout this year,

it is not at all short of intrigue. Yoshida (Jpn) (Heart’s Cry {Jpn})

displayed just what a Thoroughbred should be capable of last

summer when collecting Grade Is in America on both turf and

dirt, and he was an admirable fourth, beaten 1 3/4 lengths, in

the GI Breeders’ Cup Classic. He failed to fire over the soft going

as the favourite in the GI Pegasus World Cup Turf on Jan. 26, but

rarely does he run a bad race. 

   A similar ownership group sends out Audible (Into Mischief), a

Grade I-winning 3-year-old last year who has been a shade

disappointing in two starts this season, one of those, however,

being in the deplorable conditions of the GI Pegasus World Cup.

WinStar Farm’s Elliott Walden was on hand to watch the colt

train at Meydan on Friday morning, however, and he declared it

was the “best I’ve ever seen him go.”

   “He went well, he looked happy. You like to see them happy

and bright and it doesn’t always go that way,” said Walden.

“When you come this far, it is a bit of relief. Hopefully he can

come back to himself a little bit. His last race was disappointing,

the last two races really, but hopefully he’ll come back to

himself here.”

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://www.tattersallsascot.com/
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Dubai World Cup preview cont.

   Chuck Fipke’s Seeking The Soul (Perfect Soul) cut an admirable

run through the slop to be second in the Pegasus, and the ever-

consistent 6-year-old looks to go better for his owner/breeder

and trainer Dallas Stewart than the Grade I-winning mare

Forever Unbridled (Unbridled’s Song), who was fifth last year

after sitting well off the pace.

   “You can’t get too far behind on this track, because you’re not

going to make up ground and it’s ‘see you next year,’” Stewart

said. “Forever Unbridled did not get a good trip.

   “I think we’re ready,” Stewart said. “I like the way he’s

training. I like his attitude. He’s very bold about himself. It’s like

going into a heavyweight fight. You have to be ready. You’re

stepping into the big arena. And, everyone is watching. You have

to have the horse with the right attitude. He has the right

presence about him to handle himself on the big stage. He’s

been on the big stage before. The Pegasus is a big stage. The

Clark is a big stage. Same with the Breeders’ Cup. He’s a big

stage horse and can prove that on one of the biggest stages

Saturday.”

   Once the 13 runners for the World Cup, $23-million in purses

will already have been distributed. Here is a race-by-race

snapshot of the action.

Dubai Turf
By Emma Berry

   Almond Eye (Jpn) (Lord Kanaloa {Jpn}) has added more than a

dash of star appeal to this year's Dubai World Cup meeting and

is understandably a red-hot favourite for the G1 Dubai Turf.  The

Japan Cup winner faces a threat from two of her compatriots,

the 2017 winner and last year's runner-up Vivlos (Jpn) (Deep

Impact {Jpn}), and Deirdre (Jpn) (Harbinger {GB}), who was third

12 months ago. 

   Both Almond Eye and Vivlos have French jockeys on board--

Christophe Lemaire and Mickael Barzalona respectively--while

Brazilian Joao Moreira will replace Lemaire on Deirdre.

   Dream Castle (GB) (Frankel {GB}) has been spotless in three

starts at Meydan through the carnival and will bid to give Saeed

Bin Suroor and Godolphin back-to-back wins in the Turf. 

   "He has done nothing but improve this year and is showing the

kind of form we always believed him capable of. Saturday's race

is his toughest yet but we are very happy with him," said Bin

Suroor.

   Dream Castle had the measure of the Charlie Appleby-trained

Wootton (Fr) (Wootton Bassett {GB}) in the G1 Jebel Hatta on

Super Saturday and the pair will face off once more, with the

fourth place in that race, Century Dream (Ire) (Cape Cross {Ire}),

taking his place in the field for Simon Crisford.

IN TDN AUS/NZ TODAY
AUSTRALIAN TEAM OUT TO SMASH UP DUBAI

   The Japanese-bred, Australian-trained Brave Smash lines up in

Saturday’s G1 Al Quoz Sprint at Meydan.  Click or tap here to go

straight to TDN Aus/NZ.
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WITHOUT
EQUAL

FRANKEL
2008 b h Galileo - Kind (Danehill)

2019 Fee: £175,000 1st Oct Special Live Foal

www.juddmonte.com

BILL OPPENHEIM
The Stallion Spectator Ratings 
Year-End 2018 Edition

Frankel has 34.4% 95+ runs and 
an average speed figure of 82.0. 
He’s in a class of his own; at a 
guess, probably his own sire, 
Galileo, would be the only sire 
with similar numbers if we could 
go back that far. 

“But his metrics are mostly in 
the superstar sire category: 9% 
GSW foals in his first three crops. 
But what is absolutely beyond 
dispute is that as a sire he has 
what we could say is the highest 
‘cruising speed’ ever.”

https://www.juddmonte.com/stallions/frankel/default.aspx?utm_source=tdn&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=frankel
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Without Parole heads to the track at Meydan | Mathea Kelley

Dubai Turf preview cont.

   John and Tanya Gunther's homebred Without Parole (GB)

(Frankel {GB}) has already proved his talent with his G1 St

James's Palace S. victory last year but he is on something of a

comeback mission after some relatively disappointing efforts

since last June. He has clearly wintered well and has matured

physically. It would be no surprise to see him run a big race

fresh.

   Fellow British traveller Lord Glitters (Fr) (Whipper) has the G1

Lockinge S. as his spring target at home, according to trainer

David O'Meara, and he is another coming into this race without

a prep run, while I Can Fly (GB) (Fastnet Rock {Aus}) was an

eight-length winner at Dundalk earlier this month, following on

from her neck defeat by Roaring Lion in the G1 Queen Elizabeth

S. and subsequent below-par effort in the GI Breeders' Cup Mile.

   The Caspar Fownes-trained Southern Legend (Aus) (Not A

Single Doubt {Aus}) has arrived in Dubai with some solid

performances under his belt at Sha Tin this winter and he will

not lack match fitness. He will have help from the saddle of a

fellow-Australian-bred, Hong Kong's leading jockey Zac Purton

and has drawn gate number one.

   "We obviously need every advantage to be able to beat the

filly, so the draw is a good step in the right direction," said

Fownes. "It gives Zac options--he's won leading before, he's won

coming from last and he's performed well everywhere in

between. I'm pretty confident we will grab a slice of the

prize-money, but what position, it's hard to know. There is a lot

of class in this field."

Dubai Sheema Classic
By Kelsey Riley

   The Dubai Turf isn’t the only race in which the Japanese have a

legitimate winning shot. Group 1 winners Rey de Oro (Jpn) (King

Kamehameha {Jpn}) and Cheval Grand (Jpn) (Heart’s Cry {Jpn})

line up off a second and third, respectively, in the G1 Arima

Kinen on Dec. 23, and they look to emulate Heart’s Cry himself,

Gentildonna (Jpn) and Stay Gold (Jpn) as Japanese-trained

winners of this 2400-metre race. Rey de Oro, the 2017 G1 Tokyo

Yushun (Japanese Derby) winner, proved he maintains his form

with wins last fall in the G1 Tenno Sho Autumn and G2 Sankei

Sho All Comers S., and he was fourth in this last year behind

Hawkbill (Kitten’s Joy). Cheval Grand, who bested Rey de Oro in

the 2017 G1 Japan Cup, looks for his first win since and retains

the services of Hugh Bowman.

   Godolphin is doubly represented here with the G2 Dubai City

of Gold one-two Old Persian (GB) (Dubawi {Ire}) for Charlie

Appleby and Racing History (Ire) (Pivotal {GB}) for Saeed bin

Suroor. Old Persian looks like a proper stayer in the making,

having retained his form after a 3-year-old campaign that

included wins in the G2 King Edward VII S. at Royal Ascot and

the G2 Great Voltigeur S. over the subsequent Melbourne Cup

winner Cross Counter. 

   “Three to four is a formative year for any horse and he has

shown us on his only start this year what to expect, and what he

needed to do to compete at the highest level as a 4-year-old,”

Appleby said. “I have been really happy with how he has gone

since Super Saturday and the plan was to run here and then go

back to Europe where hopefully he will be one of our

flagbearers for 2019.”

   Racing History, a 7-year-old lightly raced full-brother to

productive Darley sire Farhh (GB), has had a useful if slightly

frustrating campaign, being placed on all four runs including two

short-head misses in group company. 

   Third in the City of Gold was David Simcock’s Desert Encounter

(Ire) (Halling), who was first-up off a win in the GI Canadian

International in October.

   Aidan O’Brien relies on the filly Magic Wand (Ire) (Galileo {Ire})

and the well-traveled Hunting Horn (Ire) (Camelot {GB}) as he

looks for a second win in the race following the victory of St

Nicholas Abbey (Ire) (Montjeu {Ire}) in 2013. Magic Wand

looked like she could be anything last summer when taking

Royal Ascot’s G2 Ribblesdale S. by four lengths, but a couple of

tame efforts behind Sea Of Class (Ire) (Sea the Stars {Ire})

followed before she redeemed herself somewhat with a pair of

runner-up efforts in the G1 Prix Vermeille and G1 Prix de

l’Opera. She slogged home second over the heavy going in the

GI Pegasus World Cup Turf on Jan. 26.

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
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Blue Point | DRC/Erika Rasmussen

Dubai Sheema Classic preview cont.

   Hunting Horn also won at Royal Ascot last year, taking the G3

Hampton Court S., and he has logged plenty of air miles already

this year in search of a first win since. He traveled to Gulfstream

Park with Magic Wand and checked in third in the GIII W.L.

McKnight S., and filled the same position in the Feb. 23 H.H. The

Amir Trophy in Qatar. Both races were over this trip.

Al Quoz Sprint
By Alan Carasso

   Twelve months on from having to be withdrawn at the barriers

owing to blood coming out of his nostrils, Godolphin’s Blue

Point (Ire) (Shamardal) looms as one of the evening’s shortest-

priced favourites in Saturday’s US$2-million G1 Al Quoz Sprint

up the 1200m straight track at Meydan.

   Bouncing back to cause a mild upset over Battaash (Ire) (Dark

Angel {Ire}) in the G1 King’s Stand S. at Royal Ascot last June,

Blue Point could do no better than third in the G1 Coolmore

Nunthorpe S. in August and connections called time on the

season. He resumed with a towering five-length success in the

five-furlong G2 Meydan Sprint, going one better than he did last

season, and enters this on the back of a facile three-length

defeat of Ekhtiyaar (GB) (Bated Breath {Ire}) in the G3 Nad al

Sheba Turf Sprint over Saturday’s trip Mar. 9. 

   Australian-based gallopers have won the Al Quoz twice in the

last seven runnings--Testa Rossa (Aus)’s daughter Ortensia (Aus)

in 2012 and Buffering (Aus) (Mossman {Aus}) in 2016. Brave

Smash (Jpn) (Tosen Stardom {Jpn}), campaigned by the

Australian Bloodstock syndicate, was second to Viddora (Aus) (I

Am Invincible {Aus}) in the G1 Moir S. at the oddly-configured

Moonee Valley last September before landing the same track’s

G1 Manikato S. with Hugh Bowman at the controls two starts

later. He’s been very good without winning in his current four-

race preparation and exits a very good third when giving 15

pounds to the 3-year-old filly Sunlight (Aus) (Zoustar {Aus}), who

has since added the G1 William Reid S.

   Two-time GI Breeders’ Cup Sprint hero Stormy Liberal (Stormy

Atlantic) is drawn furthest from the stands in gate one as he

tries to improve on his narrow lost at the hooves of Jungle Cat

(Ire) (Iffraaj {GB}). Since gutting it out at Churchill last

November, he could do no better than second to Caribou Club

(City Zip) in the GIII Joe Hernandez S. at Santa Anita Jan. 1 and

though he missed in a Feb. 22 allowance going five-eighths, he

took an awkward step at the quarter pole that almost certainly

cost him the win.

   Amber Sky (Aus) (Exceed and Excel {Aus}) and Joy and Fun (NZ)

(Cullen {Aus) have won the Al Quoz for Hong Kong and Wishful

Thinker (Aus) (I Am Invincible {Aus}) represents the Bauhinia

this time. A progressive sort with wins in four of his last five

starts, he has a versatile running style, should be suited by the

straight six furlongs and is favourably drawn stands’ side in

barrier 13.

Dubai Golden Shaheen
By Daithi Harvey

   A field of nine sprinters now go to post for the G1 Dubai

Golden Shaheen with the scratching of Roy H (More Than

Ready) due to a foot abscess taking some of the gloss off the

$2.5-million contest. Last year Mind Your Biscuits (Posse) led

home an American-trained clean sweep of the placings that

included both Roy H and the runner-up X Y Jet (Kantharos), and

the Jorge Navarro-trained grey returns for a third attempt at the

race. Beaten a head and a neck on his previous two efforts at

Meydan, X Y Jet proved his recent well-being when easily

outclassing overmatched foes in an optional claimer at

Gulfstream Park last month. The 7-year-old has yet to win at the

highest level, though, and will break from stall three on

Saturday. 

   "I'd love to have drawn between four and seven but he's quick

enough for the inside so we will see," his trainer said earlier in

the week. "He's not the fastest out of the gate, but his second

step is when he gathers up and takes off. He's showed up here

twice already. What Mind Your Biscuits did here last year after

stumbling out of the gate was out of this world. That was a

super horse. Take him out of the race and now where do you

put my horse? He has to be right there on Saturday."

   Even if it isn't third time lucky for X Y Jet there is every chance

this race is for export to the U.S. as Luis Caraval Jr's Imperial

Hint (Imperialism) is strongly fancied despite a surprising

reversal last time out when a well-beaten third when odds-on

favourite in the Pelican S. at Tampa Bay Downs last month.  

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
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Promises Fulfilled training at Meydan | Horsephotos

I THINK SHE IS GOING TO BE A STRONG

PLAYER ON SATURDAY EVENING.
Charlie Appleby on Divine Image

Dubai Golden Shaheen preview cont.

   However, the 6-year-old entire is a dual Grade I winner and his

victory in the GI Vosburgh S. at Belmont last September is still

fresh in the memory. 

   Another American Grade I winner in the lineup is the Dale

Romans-trained Promises Fulfilled (Shackleford). He hasn't run

since finishing fourth to Roy H in the GI Breeders' Cup Sprint at

Churchill Downs last November, but proved he belongs in this

league when he won the GI H. Allen Jerkens S. at Saratoga last

summer. Tato Key (Arg) (Key Deputy) bids to become the first

Irish-trained winner of the Golden Shaheen and the former

South American star has acquitted himself well in his two starts

in Meydan for trainer David Marnane and owner Zhang

Yuesheng. He finished second and third to another of Saturday's

rivals Drafted (Field Commission {Can}) in Group 3 events and

while further improvement is necessary to score, the colt has

the scope to do so. 

   "Tato Key is in good nick," Marnane said earlier in the week as

he observed the 4-year-old's track work. "That was a nice

relaxed canter and I'm very happy with him." 

   Meanwhile, Drafted's trainer Doug Watson is under no

illusions over the task faced by his progressive 5-year-old as he

tackles a Group 1 for the first time. "I think if he gets a clean trip,

he'll be closing," Watson said. "Whether he's good enough to

close on this group, I don't know, but he has a will to win. He

really sticks his head out there. He's got the fastest time over

the track this year and he hasn't had to ship halfway across the

world so there's a lot of positives. I think he's good enough to be

in this group," Watson added.

   Fight Hero (GB) (Footstepsinthesand {GB}) represents Hong

Kong but appears to have a lot on his plate having been plying

his trade unsuccessfully in handicap company on his recent

starts, while the same could also be said about Japanese

challenger Matera Sky (Speightstown), who has Yutaka Take

aboard.

UAE Derby
By Emma Berry

   As visual impressions go, it will be hard for any runner in this

year's G2 UAE Derby to beat that made by last year's runaway

winner Mendelssohn (Scat Daddy). 

   By the same sire is the favourite and one of four fillies in the

race, Divine Image, whose most recent victory was almost as

impressive when she delivered a seven-length trouncing of her

rivals in the Listed Al Bastakiya on Super Saturday.

   Trainer Charlie Appleby has noted a perceived mental fragility

at this nascent stage of her career, which is leading him away

from the idea of a GI Kentucky Oaks raid in May, but whatever

her future holds, she has already been noteworthy in her three

victories from only four starts.

   "She is a work in progress," said Appleby during Thursday's

Breakfast With The Stars. "She has not been the sharpest from

the gates but she is just inexperienced and has been maturing.

On her last start against the colts she had a low draw and got

out and got racing and got into a nice rhythm. I do think she has

improved again since that night. I think she is going to be a

strong player on Saturday evening."

   The locally-trained Walking Thunder (Violence) has the same

number of wins and starts to his name as Divine Image, with his

only reversal coming in the G3 UAE 2000 Guineas when second

to Godolphin's Estihdaaf (Arch). Frankie Dettori will be given the

leg up by trainer Ahmad bin Harmash and the colt's owners in

the Phoenix Ladies Syndicate are already dreaming of the Run

For The Roses. The same syndicate and trainer have three

chances in the Derby as also running in their colours will be dual

winner Golden Jaguar (Animal Kingdom), who was third on his

last start in the Listed Meydan Classic, and Superior

(Majesticperfection), who was runner-up to Divine Image in the

Al Bastakiya.

   The international flavour is enhanced by challengers from

America, Britain, Ireland and Japan. 

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
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Call The Wind and Freddy Head | Emma Berry

UAE Derby preview cont.

   The Aidan O'Brien-trained Van Beethoven, another son of Scat

Daddy aiming to follow Mendelssohn's example, was the winner

of the G2 Railway S. last term and has had one start this season

when fourth in the Listed Patton S. at Dundalk.

   William Haggas has honed the obvious talents of Sheikh

Hamdan's Jahbath (GB) to near-perfection thus far. The

first-crop son of Haggas's former stable star Mukhadram (GB)

was beaten a neck on debut last October and has been faultless

in four subsequent runs. He coped with the journey to Dubai

well and has looked to be thriving

at morning trackwork.

   Christophe Lemaire potentially

has the ride of the day later on

the card when Almond Eye (Jpn)

(Lord Kanaloa {Jpn}) takes to the

track for the Dubai Turf, but

before that he will partner Derma

Louvre (Jpn) (Pyro) in the Derby.

Trained by Dubai debutant

Hirofumi Toda, the colt won last

year's Listed Hyogo Junior Grand

Prix on the dirt at Sonoda and was

third on his comeback over a mile

a month ago.

   A treble attack from America

sees a first World Cup night

runner for Brendan Walsh with

Plus Que Parfait (Point Of Entry), who was beaten only a neck in

the GII Kentucky Jockey Club S. in November. Peter Miller has

suffered the disappointment of having to scratch Roy H (More

Than Ready) from the Al Quoz Sprint but he will field Gray

Magician (Graydar) in the Derby, while Doug O'Neill is

represented by the bonny Stubbins (Morning Line), who has

won his last three starts at Santa Anita and has been taking the

eye on the track in the mornings.

Dubai Gold Cup
By Emma Berry

   Via the mighty Vazirabad (FR) (Manduro {Ger}), France has

held the bragging rights to the G2 Dubai Gold Cup in the past

three years and looks to have a strong chance of success once

more with George Strawbridge's lightly-raced Call The Wind

(GB) (Frankel {GB}). The 5-year-old appears to have overcome

his youthful quirkiness and has been pleasing Freddy Head in

both demeanour and performance at Meydan this week, while

his comeback run on Mar. 5 was eye-catching to say the least.

   He will provide the first ride at the meeting for Aurelien

Lemaitre.

   Much of the focus leading up to the race has been on the

return of G1 Lexus Melbourne Cup hero Cross Counter (Ire)

(Teofilo {Ire}), who will again take on place-getter Prince Of

Arran (GB) (Shirocco {Ger}), but Charlie Appleby has also been

sounding assured notes with regards to Cross Counter's

stable-mate Ispolini (GB) (Dubawi {Ire}), who was second on his

Meydan debut in early January and who has subsequently

followed up with two victories over 1m6f, most recently in the

G3 Nad Al Sheba Trophy, in which he led home the Saeed Bin

Suroor-trained Red Galileo (GB) (Dubawi {Ire}) in a 10-length

rout.

   Gold Mount (GB) (Excellent Art

{GB}), who was a Royal Ascot

winner under the guise of

Primitivo before switching names

and countries, represents the

Hong Kong-based Richard Gibson,

who has been itching to step the

6-year-old up in distance and

again has the services of Ryan

Moore.

   "He's right where you'd want

him ahead of him trying a new

trip," said the trainer on

Thursday.

   Meanwhile, another horse to

have moved, this time from

Ireland to America, is Yu Long's

Platinum Warrior (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}), who started life under the

care of Mick Halford and is now with John Sadler. He comes to

the meeting on the back of a last-start strike in the GII San

Marcos S. at Santa Anita but is yet to win beyond 10 furlongs.

Godolphin Mile
By Daithi Harvey

   The G2 Godolphin Mile kicks off the Thoroughbred action on

World Cup Night and last year's winner Heavy Metal (GB)

(Exceed And Excel {Aus}) returns to defend his crown in the

$1.5-million contest on the Meydan dirt. The 9-year-old beat

Muntazah (GB) (Dubawi {Ire}) by two lengths in the race last

year but has been comprehensively overshadowed by that same

rival in two of his three starts at Meydan this year and it may be

a case that age is beginning to catch up with the 15-time winner. 

   "He's a 9-year-old horse now but we are very happy with him

so far," said his trainer Salem Bin Ghadayer. 

   Race favourite is the aforementioned Muntazah and

deservedly so after his last-out demolition job in the G3 Burj

Nahaar over the course and distance Mar. 9. 

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
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Muntazah | DRC/Erika Rasmussen

FIRST-SEASON SIRES
WITH RUNNERS 

Godolphin Mile preview cont.

   On that occasion he accounted for Good Curry (Tur) (Sharp

Humor) by 11 lengths in track-record time with Heavy Metal

well back in fourth. The Doug Watson-trained 6-year-old had

won the G3 Firebreak S. on his penultimate start and is one of

two runners in the race for the trainer who will also saddle the

Pat Dobbs-ridden Kimbear (Temple City), who bids to improve

on his 2018 sixth-place finish. 

   "On paper, Muntazah stands out," Watson said. "He's in good

shape, looks great and is very happy. We wanted to stretch him

out but he tied up after the Maktoum Challenge. So, we'll get

through this race and next year stretch him out and see if he can

get the mile and a quarter." Watson is also optimistic about

Kimbear despite a less than ideal preparation. 

   "He's had a couple of issues. He overreached as much as you

could out of the gate in the race last year and the foot grew back

in a different way on the inside wall. He came out of the first

round of the Maktoum Challenge lame, with a quarter crack. We

fixed that up and he's coming around now. He's good enough on

the night to run a big race." 

   On ratings the Todd Pletcher-trained Coal Front (Stay Thirsty)

does not have much to find to be involved and with a record of

six wins from eight starts including four at graded stakes level he

has to be taken seriously. Further optimism can be taken from

his smooth preparation and his upbeat trainer, who said, "He's

trained impressively like he always does. He's a beautiful horse

and we feel like the one-turn mile should suit him perfectly

especially backing up off a two-turn race. So we're excited about

him." 

   Further international intrigue is provided by the Japanese

challenger Nonkono Yume (Jpn) (Twining), who despite some

disappointing recent efforts is well capable of playing a leading

role if recapturing the form that saw him win the G1 February S.

at Tokyo 13 months ago. After breezing over the dirt track

earlier in the week his trainer Yukihiro Kato said, "Nonkono

Yume went a bit fast today, but the track seems to fit him very

well, a good match for him. He is training better here than at

Miho and I'm very glad we got an inside post [drawn two] for

this race." - Daithi Harvey

STREET SENSE COLT ADDED TO ARQANA
   Just days after Arqana released the catalogue for its May

Breeze-Up Sale, a wildcard has been added in the form of a

Street Sense colt (lot 139). The American-bred colt will be

consigned by Grove Stud, and was a $37,000 purchase at

Keeneland September. He is out of the stakes-winning and dual

Grade I-placed Model (Giant’s Causeway), and his fourth dam is

the GI Kentucky Oaks winner and excellent producer White Star

Line. The Arqana May Breeze-Up Sale takes place May 10 and

11.

Saturday, March 30:

UNITED KINGDOM

French Navy (GB) (Shamardal), Kildangan Stud

43 foals of racing age/0 winners/0 black-type winners

16:10-DONCASTER, 5f, PADDY ELLIOTT (Ire)

13,000gns Tattersalls December Foal Sale 2017; £9,000 Goffs UK

Premier & Silver Yearling Sale 2018

Fulbright (GB) (Exceed And Excel {Aus}), Kildangan Stud

37 foals of racing age/0 winners/0 black-type winners

16:10-DONCASTER, 5f, RICHARD R H B (Ire)

€9,000 Goffs November Foals Sale 2017; £22,000 Goffs UK

Premier & Silver Yearling Sale 2018
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Galiway, who had his first winner on Friday, has another runner

at Saint-Cloud on Saturday | Scoop Dyga

OBSERVATIONS
on the European racing scene

First-Season Sires With Runners cont.

Music Master (GB) (Piccolo {GB}), Throckmorton Court Stud

15 foals of racing age/0 winners/0 black-type winners

16:10-DONCASTER, 5f, ANNA FALLOW (GB)

£800 Goffs UK December Sale 2018

FRANCE:

Galiway (GB) (Galileo {Ire}), Haras de Colleville

31 foals of racing age/1 winners/0 black-type winners

1-SAINT-CLOUD, 900m, KENWAY (Fr)

€56,000 Arqana Deauville August Yearling 2018

Outstrip (GB) (Exceed And Excel {Aus}), Dalham Hall Stud

106 foals of racing age/0 winners/0 black-type winners

1-SAINT-CLOUD, 900m, AUTUMN (Fr)

€40,000 Arqana Deauville October Yearlings 2018

Supplicant (GB) (Kyllachy {GB}), Haras des Trois Chapelles

7 foals of racing age/0 winners/0 black-type winners

1-SAINT-CLOUD, 900m, L’AMI DE BAILEYS

2.50 Saint-Cloud, Cond, €35,000, 3yo, c/g, 10 1/2fT

MAKMOUR (FR) (Rock of Gibraltar {Ire}) was described by

trainer Jean-Claude Rouget as his “grand espoir” in a recent

interview with Jour de Galop, which is a significant pointer to the

expectations on the Aga Khan homebred who holds entries in

the Classics, including the Epsom Derby. Having cruised through

his sole racecourse outing over 7 1/2 furlongs on Deauville’s

Polytrack in November, the bay faces a tough reintroduction

against another Aga Khan homebred colt in the Mikel

Delzangles-trained Shendam (Fr) (Charm Spirit {Ire}), an

impressive winner on his debut over nine furlongs at

ParisLongchamp in October, and two Wertheimer homebreds

from the Carlos Laffon-Parias stable including Maxime Guyon’s

pick, Starmaniac (GB) (Sea The Stars {Ire}), a son of the Group 1

heroine Plumania (GB) (Anabaa).

4.35 Saint-Cloud, Debutantes, €25,000, 3yo, f, 10fT

GLACIATE (GB) (Kingman {GB}) is a half-sister to the pair of

Nayef Group 1 performers Snow Sky (GB) and Ice Breeze (GB),

with the latter’s trainer Pascal Bary also in charge of this

Juddmonte homebred. The G1 Prix de Diane entry encounters

another notable blueblood in Tabor/Magnier/Smith’s Secret

Walk (Ire) (Dansili {GB}), a 600,000gns TATDEC graduate and

Andre Fabre-trained daughter of the accomplished High Heeled

(Ire) (High Chaparral {Ire}).

4.35 Navan, Mdn, €12,000, 3yo, 8fT

JUST SO (IRE) (Galileo {Ire}) is a half-sister to the G1 Eclipse S.-

winning sire Mukhadram (GB) (Shamardal) who gets her career

underway for Ballydoyle racing in the Derrick Smith silks. The

chestnut is up against 17 rivals here, with His Highness The Aga

Khan’s similarly unraced Shelir (Ire) (Dark Angel {Ire}) one of the

most eye-catching from the Dermot Weld yard, being a

grandson of the 1993 G1 Prix de Diane heroine Shemaka (Ire)

(Nishapour {Fr}) whose exciting relative Shendam (Fr) (Charm

Spirit {Ire}) will have already raced at Saint-Cloud earlier in the

afternoon. 

4.45 Doncaster, Mdn, £5,800, 3yo, 10f 43yT

JUST YOU WAIT (GB) (Dubawi {Ire}) is a fascinating newcomer

on a big day for Godolphin, being a half-brother to the champion

2-year-old and proven sire Teofilo (Ire) and a full-brother to the

recent G2 Cape Verdi and G2 Balanchine winner Poetic Charm

(GB), as well as the G3 Derrinstown Stud 1000 Guineas Trial

scorer Bean Feasa (GB). Charlie Appleby gets the bay homebred

started against 16 rivals, including King Power Racing’s Andrew

Balding-trained Bangkok (Ire) (Australia {GB}), the 500,000gns

TATOCT purchase who has one piece of juvenile form when

second to Sangarius (GB) (Kingman {GB}), which would make

him tough to beat.
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Friday=s Results:

6th-Lingfield, ,5,800, Novice, 3-29, 3yo/up, f/m, 10f (AWT),

2:06.53, st.

KVETUSCHKA (GB) (f, 3, Mastercraftsman {Ire}--Signella {GB},

by Selkirk), only 10th on debut over seven furlongs at

Newmarket in November, was initially prominent before being

squeezed out on the first turn. Tanking her way up into second

by halfway, the homebred was in front at the top of the straight

and may have been idling when headed by Sadler=s Soul

(Revolutionary) 150 yards from the line. Focused by that rival,

the 16-1 shot regained the advantage soon after en route to

recording a half-length verdict. The winner is the last foal out of

the deceased Signella, a half-sister to the G3 Acomb S. winner

Waiter=s Dream (GB) (Oasis Dream {GB}) and the G3 Prix de

Flore scorer Audacieuse (GB) (Rainbow Quest), herself the dam

of the G1 St Leger and G1 Racing Post Trophy hero Kingston Hill

(GB) (Mastercraftsman {Ire}). This is also the family of the G1

Poule d=Essai des Pouliches and G1 Prix de la Foret heroine

Danseuse du Soir (Ire) (Thatching {Ire}). Lifetime Record:

2-1-0-0, $4,893. Video, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

O/B-Woodcote Stud (GB); T-Peter Chapple-Hyam.

3rd-Newcastle, ,5,800, Novice, 3-29, 3yo/up, f, 8f 5y (AWT),

1:44.12, st/sl.

ROBOTIQUE DANSEUR (FR) (f, 3, Siyouni {Fr}--Dawn To Dance

{Ire}, by Selkirk), a 9-2 chance on this debut, was always

travelling easily within herself in mid-pack. Looming to Elikapeka

(Fr) (War Command) with a furlong remaining, the bay was in

front soon after and comfortably asserted from there to score

by 1 1/4 lengths. The dam, who only produced two other foals

with one being the GIII Red Carpet H. runner-up Siberian Iris

(Ire) (Excelebration {Ire}), GSP-US, $159,136, is a half-sister to

the G1 Prix de l=Abbaye de Longchamp hero Namid (GB) (Indian

Ridge {Ire}) and his dual Group 3-winning full-sibling Noelani

(Ire). Sales history: 120,000gns Ylg >17 TATOCT. Lifetime Record:

1-1-0-0, $4,893. Video, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

O-John Dance; B-Sahara Group Holdings (FR); T-Karl Burke.

Friday=s Result:

1st-Dundalk, i15,000, Mdn, 3-29, 2yo, 5f (AWT), 1:00.96, st.

ICKWORTH (IRE) (f, 2, Shamardal--Ishitaki {Arg} {Ch. 2-y-o Filly

& MG1SW-Arg}, by Interprete {Arg}), sent off at 5-1, was away

brightly on this debut and was unperturbed by being caught up

in a speed duel on the front end. Asserting from over a furlong

out, the homebred earned a hard-fought and commendable

3/4-of-a-length verdict over Moments Linger (Ire) (Dawn

Approach {Ire}) to get Godolphin=s European juveniles off to a

flying start. The dam Ishitaki, who enjoyed champion 2-year-old

filly status in Argentina in 2010, produced the listed-placed

White Witch (Invincible Spirit {Ire}). Also with a yearling colt by

Exceed and Excel (Aus), she is connected to the multiple Group

1-winning sire New Dandy (Arg) (New Noble). Lifetime Record:

1-1-0-0, $10,370. Video, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

O/B-Godolphin (IRE); T-Willie McCreery.

ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNERS:

National Guard, c, 3, War Front--Coin Broker (Ire), by Montjeu

   (Ire). Dundalk, 3-29, 8f (AWT), 1:38.60. B-Coin Broker

   Syndicate (KY).

Mutadaawel (Ire), g, 4, Invincible Spirit (Ire)--Elshabakiya (Ire)

   (MSP-Eng), by Diktat (GB). Dundalk, 3-29, 8f (AWT), 1:39.58.

   B-Rabbah Bloodstock Limited (IRE). *90,000gns Ylg >16 TAOCT;

   ,2,800 HRA >18 GOFAUG.

Friday=s Results:

PRIX COR DE CHASSE-Listed, i52,000, Fontainebleau, 3-29,

3yo/up, 5 1/2fT, 1:02.30, g/s.

1--BAKOEL KOFFIE (IRE), 132, h, 5, Naaqoos (GB)--Diamond

   Square (Fr), by Dyhim Diamond (Ire). 1ST BLACK TYPE WIN.

   (i145,000 RNA HRA =18 ARQARC). O/B-Berend Van Dalfsen;

   T-Mauricio Delcher Sanchez; J-Tony Piccone. i26,000.

   Lifetime Record: GSP-Ger, 22-4-8-1, i140,469. *1/2 to

   Finsbury Square (Ire) (Siyouni {Fr}), MGSW-Fr, $586,548.

2--Batwan (Fr), 132, g, 4, Kendargent (Fr)--Matwan (Fr), by

   Indian Rocket (GB). (i25,000 RNA Ylg =16 ARQAUG). O-Guy

   Pariente. i10,400.

3--Sestilio Jet (Fr), 132, c, 4, French Fifteen (Fr)--Hideaway Girl

   (GB), by Fasliyev. (i17,000 Ylg =16 ARQOCT). O-Akhal Teke

   Properties. i7,800.

                                                           

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/progeny-pps/?sire=Mastercraftsman%20(Ire)#tot
https://www.attheraces.com/atrplayer-popup/VOD/1085329?showResult=yes
https://www.attheraces.com/atrplayer-popup/VOD/1085314?showResult=yes
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/progeny-pps/?sire=Shamardal#tot
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/race-replays/3/90492/
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/progeny-pps/?sire=War%20Front#tot
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/progeny-pps/?sire=Invincible%20Spirit%20(Ire)#tot
http://destinationeuroperacing.com/
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Bakoel Koffie | Scoop Dyga

FIRST WINNER FOR SIRE

Will Be Zane | Scoop Dyga

Margins: 1HF, 1 3/4, 3/4. Odds: 2.10, 7.20, 4.50. Click for the

Racing Post result. Video, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

   As a homebred half-brother to Berend Van Dalfsen’s G2 Prix

du Gros-Chene, G3 Prix de Saint-Georges and G3 Prix de

Meautry winner Finsbury Square, Bakoel Koffie has something

to live up to but he went some way towards bridging the gap

with his first black-type success here. Third in the G2 Goldene

Peitsche at Baden-Baden last August, the bay who had been

runner-up on his return to Forza Capitano (Fr) (Captain

Marvelous {Ire}) in Chantilly’s 6 1/2-furlong Prix Anabaa

conditions race Mar. 5 made all with Tony Piccone keeping it

simple on the best horse in the line-up.

7th-Bordeaux-le-Bouscat, Cond, €22,000, 3-29, 3yo, 9 1/2fT,

2:04.78, sf.

FUREUR DE VIVRE (FR) (c, 3, Gemix {Fr}--Martiniquaise {Fr}, by

Anabaa), who scored impressively in a minor contest at Agen

Mar. 10, seized the initiative to lead from the outset.

Maintaining the gallop despite pressure from behind in the

home straight, the 12-1 shot held a 1 1/4-length advantage over

Taos (Fr) (Toronado {Ire}) at the line. The dam, a daughter of the

dual listed-placed Mamamia (Fr) (Linamix {Fr}), also has a

yearling full-sister to the winner named Ostara (Fr). Lifetime

Record: 3-2-0-1, €19,150. Video, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

O-Gemini Stud & Roland Monnier; B-Roland Monnier (FR);

T-Bruno de Montzey.

2nd-Bordeaux-le-Bouscat, Mdn, €18,000, 3-29, 2yo, 5fT,

1:03.86, sf.

GALICIANA (FR) (f, 2, Galiway {GB}--Kendala {Fr}, by

Kendargent {Fr}), sent off at nearly 8-1, broke professionally to

take a sit behind the leading duo tucked against the rail. Getting

a split on the inner at the top of the straight, the homebred was

in front passing the furlong marker and stayed on despite

drifting left to score by 1 1/2 lengths from Elegua (Fr) (Penny’s

Picnic {Ire}). Galiciana is the first winner for Haras de Colleville’s

first-season sire (by Galileo {Ire}), a former Wertheimer-Fabre

composition who was successful at listed level and placed twice

in group company. A son of the smart racemare and renowned

broodmare Danzigaway (Danehill), he stands for €3,000 at Guy

Pariente’s establishment. Galiciana is also the first foal out of

the dam, who hails from the Lagardere/Aga Khan family of the

GI Breeders’ Cup Mile-winning sire Val Royal (Fr) and the G1 Prix

de Diane heroine Valyra (GB) (Azamour {Ire}). Lifetime Record:

1-1-0-0, €9,000. Video, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

O-Guy Pariente; B-Guy Pariente Holding (FR); T-Philippe Sogorb.

CONDITIONS RESULT:

5th-Bordeaux-le-Bouscat, €30,000, 3-29, 3yo, 8fT, 1:40.19, sf.

GOT WIND (GB) (f, 3, Olympic Glory {Ire}--Sarvana {Fr}, by

Dubai Destination) Lifetime Record: SP-Eng, 5-2-1-1, €39,600.

O-Haras De Treli; B-M Monfort (GB); T-Christophe Ferland.

ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNER:

Will Be Zane (Fr), c, 3, Le Havre (Ire)--Ibizane, by Elusive Quality.

   Fontainebleau, 3-29, 9fT, 1:54.49. B-Gestut Zur Kuste Ag (FR).

   *€55,000 Ylg ‘17 ARQOCT.
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GROUP ENTRIES 

Saturday, Meydan, Dubai, post time: 8:40 p.m.

DUBAI WORLD CUP SPONSORED BY EMIRATES AIRLINES-G1, $12,000,000, NH 4YO/UP & SH 3YO/UP, 2000m

PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT

1 Gunnevera K Dialed In Jaramillo Sano 125

2 Capezzano Bernardini Barzalona bin Ghadayer 125

3 North America (GB) Dubawi (Ire) Mullen Seemar 125

4 Audible Into Mischief Prat Pletcher 125

5 Seeking the Soul Perfect Soul (Ire) Smith Stewart 125

6 Pavel K Creative Cause Rosario O’Neill 125

7 Gronkowski K Lonhro (Aus) Murphy bin Ghadayer 125

8 Axelrod Warrior’s Reward Ffrench bin Ghadayer 125

9 New Trails Medaglia d’Oro Beasley bin Harmash 125

10 Yoshida (Jpn) Heart’s Cry (Jpn) Ortiz Mott 125

11 K T Brave (Jpn) Admire Max (Jpn) Moreira Sugiyama 125

12 Thunder Snow (Ire) Helmet (Aus) Soumillon bin Suroor 125

13 Dolkong Afleet Alex Doleuze Foster 125

Saturday, Meydan, Dubai, post time: 7:20 p.m.

DUBAI TURF SPONSORED BY DP WORLD-G1, $6,000,000, NH 4yo/up & SH 3yo/up, 1800mT

PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT

1 Southern Legend (Aus) Not A Single Doubt (Aus) Purton Fownes 125

2 Dream Castle (GB) Frankel (GB) Soumillon bin Suroor 125

3 Deirdre (Jpn) Harbinger (GB) Moreira Hashida 121

4 Vivlos (Jpn) Deep Impact (Jpn) Barzalona Tomomichi 121

5 Majestic Mambo (SAf) Mambo in Seattle Marcus de Kock 125

6 Lord Glitters (Fr) Whipper Tudhope O’Meara 125

7 Almond Eye (Jpn) Lord Kanaloa (Jpn) Lemaire Kunieda 121

8 I Can Fly (GB) Fastnet Rock (Aus) Moore O’Brien 121

9 Mountain Hunter Lonhro (Aus) Cosgrave bin Suroor 125

10 Yulong Prince (SAf) Gimmethegreenlight (Aus) Fayd’Herbe de Kock 125

11 Century Dream (Ire) Cape Cross (Ire) Murphy Crisford 125

12 Without Parole (GB) Frankel (GB) Dettori Gosden 125

13 Wootton (Fr) Wootton Bassett (GB) Buick Appleby 125

Saturday, Meydan, Dubai, post time: 8:00 p.m.

LONGINES DUBAI SHEEMA CLASSIC-G1, $6,000,000, NH 4yo/up & SH 3yo/up, 2410mT

PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT

1 Cheval Grand (Jpn) Heart’s Cry (Jpn) Bowman Tomomichi 125

2 Old Persian (GB) Dubawi (Ire) Buick Appleby 124

3 Magic Wand (Ire) Galileo (Ire) Moore O’Brien 120

4 Racing History (Ire) Pivotal (GB) Soumillon bin Suroor 125

5 Hunting Horn (Ire) Camelot (GB) Lordan O’Brien 124

6 Rey de Oro (Jpn) King Kamehameha (Jpn) Lemaire Fujisawa 125

7 Suave Richard (Jpn) Heart’s Cry (Jpn) Moreira Shono 125

8 Desert Encounter (Ire) Halling Crowley Simcock 125

http://www.keeneland.com/sales


Saturday, Meydan, Dubai, post time: 6:40 p.m. 

DUBAI GOLDEN SHAHEEN SPONSORED BY GULF NEWS-G1, $2,500,000, NH & SH 3yo/up, 1200m

PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT

1 Roy H K More Than Ready Scr Scr Scr

2 Imperial Hint Langfuhr Ortiz Carvajal 126

3 X Y Jet Kantharos Jaramillo Navarro 126

4 Promises Fulfilled K Shackleford Albarado Romans 126

5 Drafted Field Commission Dobbs Watson 126

6 Switzerland K Speightstown Barzalona Asmussen 126

7 Nine Below Zero (GB) Showcasing (GB) de Vries Nass 126

8 Tato Key (Arg) Key Deputy Foley Marnane 126

9 Matera Sky K Speightstown Take Mori 126

10 Fight Hero (GB) Footstepsinthesand (GB) Moreira Tsui 126

Saturday, Meydan, Dubai, post time: 5:30 p.m. 

AL QUOZ SPRINT SPONSORED BY AZIZI DEVELOPMENTS-G1, $2,000,000, NH & SH 3yo/up, 1200mT

PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT

1 Stormy Liberal Stormy Atlantic Rosario Miller 126

2 Sands of Mali (Fr) Panis Murphy Fahey 126

3 Lost Treasure (Ire) War Front Moore O’Brien 126

4 Mazzini (GB) Exceed and Excel (Aus) de Vries Nass 126

5 The Right Man (GB) Lope de Vega (Ire) Bertras Guillemin 126

6 Brave Smash (Jpn) Tosen Phantom (Jpn) Bowman Lees 126

7 Belvoir Bay (GB) Equiano (Fr) Prat Miller 121

8 Blue Point (Ire) Shamardal Buick Appleby 126

9 Caribou Club City Zip Talamo Proctor 126

10 Ekhtiyaar (GB) Bated Breath (GB) Crowley Watson 126

11 Illustrious Lad (Aus) I Am Invincible (Aus) Darmanin Gelagotis 126

12 Viddora (Aus) I Am Invincible (Aus) Bowditch Kennewell 121

13 Wishful Thinker (Aus) I Am Invincible (Aus) Badel Gibson 126

Saturday, Meydan, Dubai, post time: 6:05 p.m.

UAE DERBY SPONSORED BY SAEED & MOHAMMED AL NABOODAH GROUP-G2, $2,500,000, NH & SH 3yo, 1900m

PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT

1 Walking Thunder Violence Dettori bin Harmash 125

2 Jahbath (GB) Mukhadram (GB) Crowley Haggas 125

3 Golden Jaguar K Animal Kingdom Murphy bin Harmash 125

4 Plus Que Parfait K Point of Entry Ortiz Walsh 125

5 Derma Louvre (Jpn) Pyro Lemaire Toda 125

6 Divine Image K Scat Daddy Buick Appleby 121

7 Superior K Majesticperfection Beasley bin Harmash 125

8 Gray Magician Graydar Rosario Miller 125

9 Razeena K Malibu Moon Dobbs Watson 121

10 Al Hayette K Union Rags Veron Mohammed 121

11 Van Beethoven Scat Daddy Moore O’Brien 125

12 Stubbins K Morning Line Prat O’Neill 125

13 Swift Rose (Ire) Invincible Spirit (Ire) Cosgrave bin Suroor 121

14 Manguzi (Fr) Planteur (Ire) Jara Al Rayhi 125



Saturday, Meydan, Dubai, post time: 4:15 p.m.

GODOLPHIN MILE SPONSORED BY MOHAMMED BIN RASHID AL MAKTOUM CITY-DISTRICT ONE-G2, $1,500,000, NH

4yo/up & SH 3yo/up, 1600m

PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT

1 Major Partnership (Ire) Iffraaj (GB) Murphy bin Suroor 125

2 Nonkono Yume (Jpn) Twining Moreira Kato 125

3 True Timber K Mineshaft Rosario McLaughlin 125

4 Kimbear K Temple City Dobbs Watson 125

5 Heavy Metal (GB) Exceed And Excel (Aus) Barzalona bin Ghadayer 125

6 Muntazah (GB) Dubawi (Ire) Crowley Watson 125

7 Ibn Malik (Ire) Raven’s Pass O’Shea Al Mheiri 125

8 African Ride (GB) Candy Ride (Arg) Soumillon Crisford 125

9 Logrado (Arg) Manipulator Fresu Charpy 125

10 Good Curry (Tur) Sharp Humor Karatas Kocakaya 125

11 Musawaat (GB) Equiano (Fr) de Vries Nass 125

12 Coal Front Stay Thirsty Ortiz Pletcher 125

13 Secret Ambition (GB) Exceed And Excel (Aus) Mullen Seemar 125

Saturday, Meydan, Dubai, post time: 4:50 p.m.

DUBAI GOLD CUP SPONSORED BY AL TAYER MOTORS-G2, $1,500,000, NH 4yo/up & SH 3yo/up, 3200mT

PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT

1 Marinaresco (SAf) Silvano (Ger) Fayd’Herbe de Kock 126

2 Call the Wind (GB) Frankel (GB) Lemaitre Head 126

3 Red Galileo (GB) Dubawi (Ire) Cosgrave bin Suroor 126

4 Platinum Warrior (Ire) Galileo (Ire) Foley Sadler 121

5 Prince of Arran (GB) Shirocco (Ger) Murphy Fellowes 126

6 Ispolini (GB) Dubawi (Ire) Doyle Appleby 121

7 Sharpalo (Fr) Shamardal Beasley bin Harmash 126

8 Team Talk (GB) Teofilo (Ire) Soumillon bin Suroor 126

9 Cross Counter (GB) Teofilo (Ire) Buick Appleby 121

10 Gold Mount (GB) Excellent Art (GB) Moore Gibson 126

https://issuu.com/keeneland/docs/2018-yearinreview-final?e=5679092/67639591


Saturday, Saint-Cloud, France, post time: 5.55 p.m.

PRIX EDMOND BLANC-G3, €80,000, 4yo/up, 8fT

SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT

1 3 Graphite (Fr) Shamardal Boudot Fabre 128

2 6 Olmedo (Fr) Declaration of War Demuro Rouget 126

3 5 The Revenant (GB) Dubawi (Ire) Peslier Graffard 126

4 2 Schang (Ger) Contat (Ger) Safar Vovcenko 126

5 1 Crown Walk (GB) Dubawi (Ire) Cheminaud Pantall 125

6 4 Lunch Lady (GB) Shamardal Guyon Head 122

Sunday, Hanshin, Japan, post time: 3.40 p.m.

THE OSAKA HAI-G1, ¥232,260,000, 4yo/up, 2000mT

PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT

1 Makahiki (Jpn) Deep Impact (Jpn) Iwata Tomomichi 125

2 Wagnerian (Jpn) Deep Impact (Jpn) Fukunaga Tomomichi 125

3 Al Ain (Jpn) Deep Impact (Jpn) Kitamura Ikee 125

4 Epoca d’Oro (Jpn) Orfevre (Jpn) Tosaki Fujiwara 125

5 Muito Obrigado (Jpn) Rulership (Jpn) Yokoyama Tsunoda 125

6 Kiseki (Jpn) Rulership (Jpn) Kawada Sumii 125

7 Blast Onepiece (Jpn) Harbinger (GB) Ikezoe Otake 125

8 Sungrazer (Jpn) Deep Impact (Jpn) Minarik Asami 125

9 Air Windsor (Jpn) King Kamehameha (Jpn) Hamanaka Sumii 125

10 Stay Foolish (Jpn) Stay Gold (Jpn) Fujioka Yahagi 125

11 Persian Knight (Jpn) Harbinger (GB) Demuro Ikee 125

12 Stelvio (Jpn) Lord Kanaloa (Jpn) Maruyama Kimura 125

13 Stiffelio (Jpn) Stay Gold (Jpn) Tanabe Otonashi 125

14 Danburite (Jpn) Rulership (Jpn) Matsuwaka Otonashi 125

*All post times are local time.

https://issuu.com/keeneland/docs/2018-yearinreview-final?e=5679092/67639591
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Brave Smash | DRC/Mathea Kelley

AUSTRALIAN TEAM OUT
TO SMASH UP DUBAI

By Emma Berry

   DUBAI, United Arab Emirates--There's been plenty of talk

about Japanese runners this week in Dubai, most of it focusing

on the record-breaking Japan Cup winner Almond Eye (Jpn)

(Lord Kanaloa {Jpn}). But one Japanese-bred horse who is now

flying the flag for Australia will be notching a notable first for

trainer Kris Lees and the successful Australian Bloodstock

syndicate, which races Brave Smash (Jpn) (Tosen Phantom

{Jpn}) in partnership with Aquis Farm and Glenlogan Park.

   Jamie Lovett, who set up Australian Bloodstock with Luke

Murrell 15 years ago, arrived in Dubai on Wednesday night with

his wife Kelly and, despite the wet weather which has hit the

emirate in recent days, is looking forward to a race day which he

says has been "on his bucket list" for some time.

   "It's very exciting to be here," says Lovett from the Meydan

hotel overlooking the turf straight down which he hopes Brave

Smash, partnered by Hugh Bowman, will post another important

international victory for the team.

   "We've been very fortunate travelling our horses, with the

likes of [Belmont Gold Cup winner] Red Cardinal (Ire) in New

York, a fair few races in Europe and the Singapore Cup, but I've

always said I don't want to come to one of these carnivals unless

we have a horse good enough to take, so we've held back a few

times, and I do really believe this is the right horse."

   He adds, "Because of where this sits on the calendar it's

slightly difficult [for Australian runners] because Sydney has

invested heavily in The Championships but for us, World Cup

night was something we'd always wanted to be part of."

   The fact that Aquis Farm has taken an interest in Brave Smash

is an obvious sign that the 6-year-old is still entire. The stallion

has oozed calm in recent mornings on his early stretches around

Meydan. His trackwork partner Illustrious Lad (Aus) (I Am

Invincible {Aus}) will become his rival on Saturday in the G1 Al

Quoz Sprint and they will be joined by the Lloyd

Kennewell-trained mare Viddora (Aus) (I Am Invincible {Aus}),

who beat Brave Smash by just over a length in the G1 Moir S.

last September. The latter bounced back from that to take out

the G1 Manikato S. back at Moonee Valley two starts later and

Lovett believes his recent form, which sees him coming into the

race off the back of a close third to Sunlight (Aus) (Zoustar {Aus})

in the G1 Newmarket H., puts Brave Smash right into

contention.

   He says, "He's taken the travelling well and has certainly done

a fair bit of travelling in the past. We purchased the horse from

Japan and, being a stallion, it's always nice to see that they can

cope with a change of environment and relax, and he appears to

have done that. He ticks the boxes for a race like this. If you're

going to travel a horse you want to know that they are proven in

the conditions, and he's proven up the straight at Flemington

having been beaten twice in the Newmarket by narrow margins.

That gives us a bit of confidence to bring a horse to a straight

race--I think he's quite versatile but it's still nice to know that

they can handle those conditions. This rain won't hurt him either

as he's a horse that likes to get his toe in, so all things being

equal I think he's in the race up to his ears."

   Dubai may not be the last start on Brave Smash's international

tour, as the team from Royal Ascot has already been in touch to

attempt to lure him to the track which has been a happy hunting

ground for Australian sprinters over the last two decades.

   "Aquis Farm are keen to travel the horse. He'll stand at stud at

Aquis next season southern hemisphere time," says Lovett.

"He'd have to run well on Saturday night but we're quite open to

the idea. For me, he's more of a seven-furlong horse, and I think

the stiff six furlongs at Royal Ascot would be right up his street.

His ratings would suggest that his recent Newmarket defeat was

a career best, so that tells us he's going as good as ever, which

he'd have to be to go there."

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/
https://www.tdnausnz.com.au/
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   The Australian Bloodstock partners have never been afraid of

travelling, not least in the quest for horses to fulfil a long-held

dream which was realised by the Andreas Wohler-trained

Protectionist (Ger) on the first Tuesday of November 2014.

   "In our early days, one of the first horses we bought out of

Germany was Lucas Cranach (Ger)," says Lovett, who still has a

number of horses in training in the country with Wohler. "We

also had a bit of luck buying English horses from maidens, so for

us it was a case of finding the right horses from abroad and

bringing them here, and then it evolved with Japan. We got into

some business with Katsumi Yoshida and that opened enough

doors for us to buy Tosen Stardom (JPN) and then Brave Smash

was the next one after that. Everyone in Australia wants to win

the Melbourne Cup and right now, with the European season

about to get into full swing again, we're really active trying to

buy horses for that race. We're in the very fortunate position

that we have the backing of some loyal clients when we buy our

'big-ticket items', if you like. So if I go and buy a horse in England

or Germany or France, we're lucky to have their backing. They

are not syndicated horses as such, but when we go to the

yearling sales--we bought 25 yearlings last season--we offer

shares in those horses to the general public. Syndication is so

popular in Australia and it drives our yearling market."

   The team's association with their Melbourne Cup hero is not

over, despite the fact that Protectionist has returned to

Germany, where his stallion career is overseen by Ronald

Rauscher, who is also a key advisor to Australian Bloodstock

when it comes to buying European horses.

   "For us, Protectionist winning the Melbourne Cup will always

be the pinnacle," Lovett says. "In Australia, we grow up watching

the race and our business really evolved 15 years ago for the

reason, trying to source horses for the race. So to hit the target

that day was very special. It's like winning a Grand Final, they

can never take it away from us. No matter what happens now,

the trophy is at home."

   He adds, "Protectionist covered two good books and we're

going over later this year to Baden-Baden to buy some of his

yearlings. We still own the horse and we supported him heavily.

Gestut Rottgen stands him for us and he means a lot to our guys,

so for us to sell him wasn't really going to be an option. We've

supported him, and Dr Christoph Berglar, who bred him, bought

some lovely mares for him, so he's been given a chance even

though the [mare] numbers in Germany are quite small. He

hasn't had big books but he's got some quality."

   There could be no more fitting tribute to an operation with

such a global outlook than to see Protectionist's offspring

challenging for some of Australia's major races in the coming

years--and perhaps even attempting to emulate their sire in the

big one itself.

IN SINGAPORE:

Mach, g, 3, Casino Prince--Black Eye, by Success Express (USA).

   Kranji, 3-29, Cond. ($40k), 1200mT, 1:10.84. B-Goodwood

   Farm (NSW). *Formerly Frazier. **$20,000 Wlg ‘16 INGMAY;

   $50,000 Ylg ‘17 INGFEB. VIDEO

Lim’s Dream, g, 3, Duporth--Saunter, by Exceed and Excel.

   Kranji, 3-29, Hcp. ($52k), 1200mT, 1:09.55. B-Sledmere Stud

   (NSW). *$14,000 Wlg ‘16 INGMAY; $60,000 2yo ‘17MMOCT.

   VIDEO

Sun Marshal, g, 4, Sepoy--Mysterious Light, by Fantastic Light

   (USA). Kranji, 3-29, Cond. ($72k), 2000mT, 2:02.06. 

   B-Evergreen Rich Pty Ltd (NSW). *Formerly Han Xin. 

   **GSP-Aus. ***$200,000 Ylg ‘16 MMGCYS. VIDEO

IN SOUTH AFRICA:

Sir Frenchie, g, 4, Choisir--Volando, by Viscount. Fairview, 3-29,

   East Cape Sprint Cup-Listed, 1200mT, 1:07.35. O-Messrs A J

   van Huyssteen & William Henderson; B-Messrs G Walsh, 

   L Maxsted & S Tuxen (Vic); T-Justin Snaith. *GSP-SAf.

   **$82,500 Ylg ‘16 MGMMAR; R500,000 2yo ‘16 CTSRTR.

Make It Raine, m, 6, New Approach (Ire)--Our Dizzy Raine, by

   Danehill (USA). Fairview, 3-29, Hcp., 1200mT, 1:09.22. 

   O-Messrs C & R Kieswetter & Ridgemont Highlands (Nom:

   Craig Carey); B-J A & J M Anderson Pty Ltd (Vic); T-Alan Greeff.

   *1/2 to Miss Galilei (Galileo {Ire}), SW-SAf. **$90,000 Wlg ‘13

   MGLMAY; $130,000 Ylg ‘14 INGMAR.

IN MACAU:

Simply Impeccable, g, 4, Street Cry (Ire)--Seeking Attention

   (MSP-Aus, $248,467), by Exceed and Excel. Taipa, 3-29, Hcp.

   ($42k), 1200mT, 1:14.6. B-J S Mackay (NSW). *1ST START IN

   MACAU. **½ to Cautious (Lonhro), GSP-Aus; and

   Buckinghampshire (Lonhro), SW-SAf. ***$150,000 Ylg ‘16

   INGEAS. VIDEO
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